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WE, THE CLASS OF 1991,

Rosemary Laughlin greeted most of us our subfreshman year with Impact,
Boy and sentence conjugations. She astounded us with her Latin and
implored us to remember when "Buzz Time" was over. When we were
juniors, she welcomed us all back, traumatized as we were from the
horrors of U.S. History, Physics, and Pre-Calculus. She entertained us
with her Olde English and her ability to recite the entire Declaration of
Black

Independence

in

one breath

— as

well as her conversations with the

VCR

and video camera when they wouldn't cooperate with her (which was
almost every time!)

We

filled

out multiple-choice vocabulary tests, rattled

and presented John Milton's Paradise Lost, as
her
with
pronunciation
of "Galapagos."
Finees wooed
his
Mrs. Laughlin's class was a favorite even to those who previously had
thought they were strictly math/science people. But her teaching didn't
end with her in-class enthusiasm and love of the English language. She was
always there to talk, encourage and help
be it involving English or not.
off old radio theatre skits,

—

This

is

our chance to thank her for not only being such a wonderful

teacher, but also for writing

Laughlin
parts.

We

all

of our college

an unforgettable part of Uni, and

is

hope

recommendations! Mrs.

definitely

one

of the best

that she'll continue to be such an inspiration to English

classes long after

we

are gone!

DEDICATE THIS YEARBOOK TO
Driving in from Sidney every day to
at Uni might not sound

like

Aschenbrenner does, and we are

may be

"Receptionist," but

work long hours as a secretary

your cup of tea, but that's what Barb

in

all

the better for

it.

Her

official title

her years at Uni she's done just about

everything but teach a class, and she could probably even do that

if

Some may know Barb

in

she ever needed

to.

only as the person

charge of the dreaded attendance sheets, but those

who have ever

asked for or needed her help know otherwise. Need paper, tape,

markers or scissors? Forget how to use the copier or the

ditto

machine? Have to get a note or assignment to a teacher? Need to
send a mailing to 280 parents?

No

problem.

.

.

just

ask Barb.

Always cheerful and always willing to help, Barb's tireless efforts
have been invaluable to faculty and students alike. We'd like to take
this opportunity to extend our appreciation and gratitude to Barb,
for, although we recognize the work of Messrs. Crames and Epperson,

we

think

we know who

really runs the school.

u

"Touch my cookie and

I'll

kill

you!"

"Avi, take this

money and buy me something GOOD!"

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE!!!
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What law

of physics
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It's

and

the students' job to keep Uni

lively,

we certainly lived up to the
The Euchre Craze dominated
lounge along with loads of new vinyl
this

year

challenge.

the

and teachers gossiped
about controversies ranging from racism,
handprint problems and the leadership of
furniture. Students

the administration to the mutilation of the

phone and the disappearance of microwaves and Walkmans.
We enjoyed plays, picnics and parties
with new and old friends, and visits by
students from the Soviet Union, France,

Tanzania and Finland

more

made

culturally aware.

us

all

in

the midst of

all

lounge pillow fights and

Mac

ate

New

York.

in

War

in

the com-

motion, sanity was habitually lost

the

little

Hopes, fears and

opinions were expressed on the

the Gulf, and

a

in

huge
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*ball Fans'
Under Fire

federal

budget process is like a huge

Rube Goldberg machine,

Shevardnadze resigns
blasting Gorbachev's

out of control

turn to the right

—President George Bush

J.

!

tj

•.
!

&Y

ORIENTATION PICNIC
Ahhh.
other

.

.the Orientation Picnic.

newcomers get a

A

celebration of

real feel for

what Uni's

good food and great

social

life is all

about.

friends.

We

It's

held early

hope the shock

Jeff tries out his

12

in

isn't

the year to

too great.

new Shunko-Flex.

let

subfreshmen and

'mi
1

Murph

controls

mob

violence.

Caffeine recharge after a hard game.

MEfLSItth

13

DANCES
Dances in 90-91 were totally screamin'!! Underclassmen and upperclassmen alike got down to the awesome music played by Sang, Jon, Eddie and Arah.
Overall, most dances were smiles, laughs and love
with lots of loud noise

in

between.

Watch out MTV! Here come

14

the Uni babes!

There were,

of course,

some

close dancers.

WINTER PARTY
The annual winter party was packed with non-offensive
and lots of laughs. The Madrigals raised

fun-filled gifts

the usual holiday

spirit,

followed by a teacher-studded

jazzy rendition of "Jingle Bell Rock."

complete without

treats, so

No

party can be

parents supplied sweets to

satisfy the holiday tooths of the students.

c
fig

6

'Fyre, fyre! Fyre, fyre!"

YOU CAN'T TAKE
IT WITH YOU

'I'm so

happy, Grandpa!"

One

of this year's

In

Amy and Noah taught us ballet,

shows was You Can't Take It With You.
Kate and Joe fell in love.
Robin typed plays, Jamie tended to his snakes, Andrew anc
Carl blew up the house, Rachel and Dave came to dinner anc
the IRS got mad. Somehow, though, everyone was happy ir
it,

fall

the end.

"Are you people

listening to

me?'

LIVING

NEWSPAPER
This year the

fall

production featured a Living News-

paper piece. The cast had to create and perform a
series of skits,

based on actual facts and events,

about the homeless

in

America.

about a battered woman, a

man

It

included scenes

being set on

fire

and

the difficulty of trying to set up a homeless shelter. In
addition to being covered in the News-Gazette, the
cast was asked to make a special second
mance at Parkland Community College.

perfor-

silent

and serious

,

m

/
>
The

cast gives

some sobering

statistics.

17

was a romantic comedy written by
and directed by Andrew and senior Kate Depew. In it,
one was able to observe insanity of the mind from two perspectives.

Janet, this year's student production,

JANET

The

effects of

senior

Andrew

Phillips

hypnotism

Caty and Noah

18

chit-chat at the bowling alley.

THE RUSSIANS
In

November, 12 Soviet students and two teachers came

to

Champaign-Urbana. They were part of an exchange involving
Uni and their school, The Physical-Technical Institute of Leningrad, U.S.S.R. After a

week

in

Washington, D.C., they came

to Champaign-Urbana, attended Uni,

and visited Chicago,
Amish countryside, and tourist spots all over
Champaign County. They had a great time and enjoyed
experiencing life in America firsthand.
Springfield, the

The three lone

girls

on the

trip try to

escape from the boys.

Misha, Aksana, and Ira pause for a photo before touring the Fermi Lab.

19
Aksana

gets prepared to Trick-R-Treat.

Hard work, determination and teamwork brought
cess to

all

the sports teams at Uni, as natural talent truly

abounded. Subbies competed for the
in

suc-

first

time

this

year

the IESA, getting to see tough competition that

will

help them in future seasons.

Both cross-country teams saw tremendous improvein the state meet and
team finished fourth overall.
The soccer team exceeded many expectations after
losing so many seniors. And, of course, what an awesome two-day regional game at Charleston!
The girls' swim team grew in size and talent. With so
many young, new people, the swim team is guaranteed

ments, as Josh Folk finished ninth
the

girls'

future success.

The

team improved greatly and earned
who watched. With the perseverance

basketball

girls'

the respect of

all

on the team, next year is anxiously awaited.
The boys' basketball team earned a trophy in a tournament and were named WLRW's team of the week:
great accomplishments for a lot of hard work.
After last year's successful track season, both the boys'

and

girls'

teams saw even bigger teams and even more

and success.
With great athletes and continued hard work, Uni's
athletic programs are becoming well-known and widely
talent

respected.

SOCCER
The 1990 Uni soccer team,

led by captains Avi

Porton and Brian

played better than

expected

Frizzell,

the delight of fans. Avi

this year, to

broke the school scoring record and goalie Matt

Asher broke the Uni record

team

finished 8-8-2.

heartbreaking end

in

for shut-outs as the

The season came

to a

a two-day regional

game

as Charleston defeated the
kicks in "the greatest

Illineks

game

in

r

Uni High

^

^4^

with penalty
his-

\

i

)

tory."

<
/

'You

stick

your rear end out.

.

."
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%

Coach Tom Scott, Dan Krier, Aaron O'Connor, Jason Wolf,
Mark Mohr, Dave Das, Brian Frizzell, Dave Borgeson, Jan Lo, Michelle Garcia, Asst.
Coach Doug Jolly, trainer Mojgone Azemun, Peter Norby, Martin Reznek, Renxin Xia, Jai Singh, Matt
Asher. Avi Porton, Robby Auler, Nate Stevens, Dave Gerlach and trainer Kelly Schrepfer.

Pictured

left

to right, top to bottom:

Heinrich Hock,

You're supposed to kick the

22
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ball,

not yourself.

UM

.
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Robby blows away the

U^ERSilia&JJ^ttggX

•

opposition.
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SWIMMING
Al led the

girls'

swim team

to yet another season of early

morning practices, green peppers, and chowing down

away meets. The season was

after

highlighted by a

Oskee-WowUrbana that came
down to the last race, and Andrea coming "oh so close"
in qualifying for state. Although a strong group of
victory over archrival Olympia, selling the

Wow tapes,

an exciting dual meet

vs.

seniors are leaving, prospects for next year look great.

Pictured

left

to right, top to bottom: Al Ledgin,

Tracy

Sonka, Heidi van Es, Jessica Pursley, Christie Curran,

Andrea Jackson, Susan Wieckowska, Jennifer Grucza,
Steffi Alsberg,

Ort,

Melissa Schoeplein,

Abby

Davis, Heather

Karen Lamb, Zipporah Porton, Laura Glaser and

Bridget O'Connor.

24

And

they're

off!

The team

looks on as Uni pulls ahead

Wet and

wild Uni

women

25

"

GIRLS'

CROSS-COUNTRY
The Uni

girls'

cross-country team got off to a some-

but that quickly changed. The girls
won the Amboy Invitational and carried that momentum into the Uni High Invitational, where they
beat the top-ranked team in the state, St. Joe. The

what slow

start,

team was disappointed in its fourth place showing at
sectionals, but they bounced back to a very respectable fourth place at state. With several returning letter winners, next year looks to be a promising

one

Pictured

for the team.

left

to right, top to bottom:

Mark Poremba, Eman

Jassim, Zivar Baker, Tysan Huang, Maria Shoemaker,

Amy Parker,
Anne

Nadine Nicholson, Bonnie Byers, Jenny Kang,

Volk, Laurel Herendeen, Molly Robin-Abbott and

Alison Cheeseman.

Pack Attack!

BOYS'

CROSS-COUNTRY
young team, the Uni High boys' cross-country team
showed great improvement and earned respect among their
With a

fairly

competitors

this year.

For the

career at Uni, the boys' team

The team advanced out
at sectionals.

left

time

in

Coach Bonnie Byers'

trophies at major invitationals.

of their regionals

and

finished the season

Josh Folk, however, continued on to the state meet

where he placed
Pictured

first

won

ninth.

to right, top to bottom: Joshua Folk,

Chad

Rich-

Coach Bonnie Byers,
Coach Mark Poremba, Alyx Parker, Ho Sun Hwang, David
Warfel and Robert Parker.
ardson, Phil Lin, Chris Kelly, Josh Hopkins,

Asst.

28
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Robert and

his close friend.

.

.

PAIN.

29

SUBBIE

X-COUNTRY
This was the

first

:

year of subbie cross-

country. Everyone had a great time, got

introduced to sports Bonnie-style, and
Erin Snyder carried the

girls'

excellent performance

at

with a

42nd place

team to an

Junior State

finish.

As the pace

Folk follows fast brother's footsteps.

30

quickens.

.

.

Where

did everyone go?

SUBBIE B ASKETB ALE**** «& LIBRARY

T

Doug

Pictured left to right, top to bottom: Yamini Bhagwat, Lynne Peck, Wenlan Cheng, Allison Cobb,
Magda Gianola, Sapna Cheryan, Marsha Mohr, Nola Miller, Lindsey Schmidt, Amanda Isaacson and

L

Deborah-Anna Reznek

Asher, Sunavo Dasgupta,

to R,

to B:

Jolly,

Tim

Ballard,

Andy

Liebovich, Rishi Zutshi, Louis Chang,

Kumar Das and Josh

Kovacic,

for the first time this year in the Illinois Elementary
School Association, the subbie b-ball teams looked, as always,

Competing

The girls were coached by Yamini Bhagwat, Marsha
Mohr and Lynne Peck, all former Uni High players. Rick Murphy
again coached the boys with the help of Doug Jolly. Both teams
showed improvement and had a good deal of fun. The girls' and
boys' varsity teams will certainly welcome this talented group of
promising.

players.

The

spirit of

Doug Sohn,

Brent Halfwassen, Nasri Hajj, Rick Murphy, David Deschler, Dylan Morgan, Gene Paik, David

His shot leaves everyone awestruck.

competition

UNIVERSITY

H.§. UBBAffit

GIRLS' JV

BASKETBALL

This year's

girls'

JV team accomplished

number of peoteam truly helped. Vast improvements were made, and a highlight
of the season was the victory over Urgreat things, as the large
ple on the

bana. Their 3-15 record does not indicate
their

improvements, dedication, and

ture contributions to the

program.

qo

Erin soars

above the opposition.

Awaiting the words of the fearless leader.

girls'

fu-

basketball

UNIVERSITY

HS

BOYS' JV

LIBRARY
*

BASKETBALL
With the absence of Joel on Fridays and the early
tirement of

many

star players, the boys'

JV

re-

finished with a

4-14 record. However, they managed to romp Wapella and
Danville First Baptist with their terrorizing press

one's shot-blocking

ability. All

and every-

the players improved as the

season progressed by practicing on their Nintendo
Gameboys.
Pictured

left

to right, top to bottom: Asst.

Coach Tony Roth, manager

Joyce Lee, Matt Colby, Brian Frizzell, Joel Jacobson, Ho Sun Hwang,
David Borgeson, trainer Kelly Schrepfer, Coach Jack Leiby, Aaron
Holland, Dan Krier, Jason Rogers, Che-Wei Wang and Minh Dao.

Joel hangs around

33

GIRLS'

Pictured top to bottom,

left

VARSITY BASKETBALL

to right: Erin Grant,

Amy

Parker, Jessica Pursley, Jillanna Mercer, Andrea Peck, Allison Hightshoe, Sally Walker, Bridget

O'Connor, Susan Pleck, Shira Wachtel, Mojgone Azemun and Cyndi Liebovich.

Although this year's girls' varsity was somewhat inconsistent, the team's dedication and determination was evident as they
improved greatly over the course of the the season. After suffering through a 1-5 start, the team played much better during the

second

half of the

season to

of the team's true talent,

finish at 10-14, including

however, as half of

and Sue Pleck, the team achieved
is

a third place finish at the East

their losses

came by

satisfying victories over

Okaw Invitational. Even this is not indicative

four or fewer points.

Led by

Oakland (REVENGE!), Blue Ridge, Jamaica and Fisher and crushed

Melvin-Sibley twice, in addition to nearly defeating St. Joseph-Ogden, one of the top teams

a school record for rebounds

experience and

34

will

in

a

game with

senior captains Allison Hightshoe

28. While the loss of four seniors

will

be

difficult,

in

the area. Junior

Amy Parker set

the underclassmen gained valuable

undoubtedly lead the team to greater heights.

Air Mo?!

A

familiar sight: Bridget

on a

fast

break

'«»i-aoii.i H.5.

The Runnin' Rebels

of Uni

High?

LIBRAE

BOYS' VARSITY

BASKETBALL
Despite a slow

start,

the boys' varsity

came back

to win six out of their last

from the East Okaw
Tournament. Finishing with a 10-15 regular season record, the season was
eight

games and

bring

home

the consolation

title

amoeba defense, Brendan's dunks, Irish vs. Korean euchre
addition of Dave "Flavor Flav" Kiddoo, and Derek's sensitivity.

hightlghted by the

teams, the

left to right, top to bottom: manager Joyce Lee, Steve Kim, Jeff Kim, Joel Jacobson,
Brendan DeTemple, Derek Flynn, Dave Kiddoo, Sang Hwang, Coach Tom Scott, trainer Kelly
Schrepfer, Asst. Coach Anthony Roth, Jan Lo, Dave Borgeson, Jai Singh, Brian Frizzell, Nate
Stevens, Aaron Holland and Asst. Coach Jack Leiby.

Pictured

i

w
Sang soars

for the reverse

Half of the Twin Towers
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Stretch battles his Siamese twin.

The opposing team makes an arch

of love over Jeff's shot.

"Just

TRY

and block

mv

shot. Dunk!'

Avi hustles despite the opponent's song and dance.

The look

of victory

UNIVERSITY

BOYS' CROSS-COUNTRY
MEET
Chrisman Invitational
Paxton Invitational
Paxton

PLACE

c

9th
no team score

o

5th

Joseph-Ogden Classic
Urbana
Normal U-High Invitational

9th

St.

Amboy

Invitational

1st

9th
no team score

21st

Invitational

— Paxton
Sectionals — Paxton

3rd

Regionals

9th

BOYS' VARSITY
UNI
64
45
69
70
54
66
36
46
53
56
55
54
51

60
73
57
57
60
83
69
63
79
65
85
54

GIRLS'

GAME
ARMSTRONG-POTOMAC

LIBRARY

CROSS-COUNTRY

MEET

PLACE

Chrisman Invitational
Paxton Invitational
Paxton

1st

Tuscola Classic

Mahomet-Seymour

S

H.S.

R

Tuscola Invitational

Joseph-Ogden Classic
Urbana
Normal U-High Invitational
Mahomet-Seymour Initational
St.

E

B

Amboy Invitational
UNI INVITATIONAL

O
A

Sectionals

State

— Mahomet-Seymour
— Peoria

R

D

OPPONENT

GIRLS' VARSITY

Melvin-Sibley

ROSSVILLE-ALVIN
Jamaica

DeLand-Weldon

GAME

OPPONENT

ARTHUR

28

JUDAH CHRISTIAN
Grant Park
Reed-Custer
Wilmington

WAPELLA

St.

Oakland

Urbana

61

Danville

40
41
75
42

Joseph-Ogden

CHRISMAN

Goreville

Tri-Valley

I.M.S.A.
I.S.D.

Normal Calvary

MELVIN-SIBLEY

18

Bement

40

Newman

ARMSTRONG

41

NORMAL CALVARY

Melvin-Sibley

20

Chrisman

URBANA

61

Heritage

Blue Ridge

Oakland
Cissna Park

CISSNA PARK
HERITAGE

JUDAH CHRISTIAN
DELAND-WELDON

Oakland
Jamaica

DANVILLE BAPTIST

NORMAL U-HIGH

36
57
33
47
48
49

Jamaica
Chrisman
Oakland

41
75
37

VILLA GROVE

46
46
46
50

Villa

Grove

Rossville-Alvin

SOCCER

FISHER
Oakwood

GAME
JUDAH CHRISTIAN
Kankakee

CHARLESTON
NORMAL CALVARY

GIRLS'

Mattoon

SWIMMING

Westville

Judah Christian

MEET

BLUE MOUND

Centennial Invitational

Urbana

DANVILLE
WESTVILLE
Normal Calvary

MATTOON

10th

Centennial

2nd
2nd

CENTRAL
DANVILLE

1st

NORMAL U-HIGH
OLYMPIA

Charleston

URBANA

Blue Mound
Charleston

7th

Bloomington Invitational

Centennial

DANVILLE BAPTIST

PLACE

2nd
1st

2nd
2nd
2nd

Springfield Southeast

Springfield

Sectionals

— Centennial
UNIVERSITY

4th

H.S.

LIBRARY

With what free time students had
year, they

filled

this

the various clubs and

were as numerous and productive as ever. Old
organizations at Uni which

standards such as

German

Club, Science

Society and Unique remained, accom-

panied by newer clubs

like

Hockey Club

and Asian Club that proved they could
survive the lunchtime rivalry.

poured

in for

Money

everyone during tummy-

tempting noontime sales that

filled

the

hallways with appetizing aromas.

.

.

on the action with
Friday pizza sales. Other students struggled to fill their transcripts by hopping
even yearbook got

in

from club meeting to club meeting. Overall, the clubs proved to be productive,
fun,

and a way to spice up the

of the student.

daily

life

^

a

'Jy-j:

Si'
mm

»£&
]^^JF^

GARGOYLE
Despite a decrease

in staff

members by

ten and a switch to

seventh hour, Gargoyle prevailed for yet another year and
continued to be the model by which journalistic standards are
set. Editors
!!13!! issues

Andrew and

Heidi

managed

to get out a record

even though they were constantly having panic

attacks over the broken, virus-infected Macintosh.
left to right: Jennifer Van Duzen Burns, Jamie Bennett, Lesley
Lundeen, Cyndi Liebovich, John Moore, Shira Wachtel, Shelby White, Caty
Steigmann, Mojgone Azemun, Andrew Phillips, Heidi van Es and Aaron

Pictured

Buckley.

ETYMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
The founders of this new club,
Anna Pervukhin and Judy Clifton,

along with sponsor Ms.

Laughlin, encouraged
to

members

ponder over unusual words

and phrases to increase

their

brain power.

Pictured

left

Laughlin,

to right:

Judy

Rosemary

Clifton,

Anna

Pervukhin, Suzie Baunsgard,

Anne Robbins and Anh Van Ho.

SFAC
SFAC,

the student faculty advisory committee, dealt with

various pressing issues concerning Uni.
cussion included,

among

the Persian Gulf Crisis and

teacher evaluations.

SFAC

solve-it-all, bring-it-here

Pictured

left

Some

topics of dis-

others, the "surprise" winter party,
its

effects

on Uni, theft

at

Uni and

continued to be an all-purpose,

committee.

to right, top to bottom: Joel

Crames, Jodi Asbell-

Clarke, Jennifer Van Duzen Burns, Severine Arlabosse, Dan
Shunk, Amy Parker, Jenny Luhrs, Jyana Gregory, Joyce
Tang and Dana Wagner.

YEARBOOK
Yearbook,
attracted

in its

inaugural year as an independent study,

many students with the opportunity to help
down memory lane and fill transcripts in the

create this trip

Under the fearless leadership of second-year edSue Pleck and Tysan Huang, the dedicated staff,
armed only with quad-packs, croppers, grease pencils,
white-out, computers and STICKERS, worked many a long
hour at school, Sue's house and Tysan's house in order to
bring you this literary masterpiece.
process.
itors

EDITORS: Tysan Huang, SUE

Pleck, Bridget O'Connor, Josh Hopkins

and Tony Kim.

Pictured left to right, top to bottom: Allison Hightshoe, Andrew Phillips, Brendan De emple, Mojgone Azemun, Kim INelson, bhelby White, Avi
Porton, Kimberely Hendrickson, Amy Parker, Tracy Sonka, Bridget O'Connor, Renxin Xia, Tony Kim, Josh Hopkins, Melanie Adcock, Dezera
I

Jackson, Peter Nguyen, Amy Wen, Jyana Gregory, Christie Curran, Jenny Kang, Jenny Hsui, SUE and TYSAN, Eman
Shira Wachtel. Not pictured: Stephanie Alsberg, Josh Folk, Ho Sun Hwang, Jillanna Mercer, Peter Norby, Heather
Ort, Maria Shoemaker, Caty Steigmann and Heidi van Es. Pictured but not members: Robin Morgan, Jai Singh and Dan Shunk.
Davis, Emily Hsui,

Jassim,

Amy

Thomas Nguyen and
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EXECUTIVE
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STUDENT
COUNCIL
At the meetings Mr. Murphy decided to attend and Peter

Nguyen

didn't,

Student Council, under the leadership of Pres-

Jamie Bennett, Vice-President Allison Hightshoe and
Secretary /Treasurer Heidi van Es, dealt with many of Uni's
ident

problems. After the successful

Howdy Hop and

bug-infested

Orientation Picnic, the Council started seminars to combat

racism at Uni. With the addition of Ping-Pong Club, Hockey
Club, and Irish Club, the Council struggled over the "yearbook
situation," that

"damned phone," and Dave Das's

harassment of Erin Reep

GASP

—

scandal!!

sexual

— he gave her an unwarranted

kiss.

Oh, what a scandalous Student Council

year.
Pictured top to bottom,

left

Allison Hightshoe, Ricky

to right: Peter

Nguyen, Heidi van

Es,

Amy Parker,

Murphy and Jamie Bennett.

LOUNGE
COMMITTEE
This year's lounge committee, overcoming such
scandals as the disappearing stereo and spon-

taneously disintegrating cushions, helped to keep
the lounge the center of student
addition of countless

new

life

at Uni.

The

pieces of furniture

helped contribute to the tasteful decor. The committee led the school

Andrew

to Dan:

Drew

Phillips,

DAVE, Joseph M. Monahan

Jr.,

and Dan Shunky.

in

the arts of vegetating and

card playing.

SCIENCE
SOCIETY
Led by David and Josh H., these wild
and crazy science studs defended
Uni's honor at JETS and Science
Olympiad. They won numerous
awards

for

building such things as

clocks, musical instruments,

and

air-

planes and for their knowledge of genetics, geology, physics

and other

sci-

ences.

Left to right, top to bottom: Josh Hopkins,

Ho Sun Hwang,

Josh Folk, David Gerlach, Zivar Baker, Deborah

Reingold, Peter Norby, Renxin Xia, Michael Wei, Judy Clifton, Andrea Peck and Mindy Foland. Not
pictured: Phil Lin.
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IRISH

CLUB

Due

to years of patience, planning

and hard work by Brendan O'Sword, Derek O'Duhhh,
Club became a reality. These fine, upstanding boys

recruited half the

DAVE, the
SENIOR class

One meeting was

held at Murphy's Pub, and the other

Joe O'Monster, and

Irish

so that the beauty of being Irish could be shared with all.
was held outside in order to take the
lovely photo you see below. Mr. Murphy, who did most of the drinking, was the beloved
sponsor.

Sang Hwang, Allison Hightshoe, Robin Morgan, Robby Auler, Emily Hsui, Avi Porton, Mimi Marty, Stephanie Alsberg, Andrea Jackson, Karen Lamb, Nate Stevens, Joe Monahan,
Brendan DeTemple, Dave Kiddoo, Han Paik, Martin Reznek, Amy Jackson, Noah Levin, Bridget O'Connor, Deborah Reingold, Andrew Phillips, Jai Singh, Dave Das, Shelby White,
Ben Goldsteen and Rick Murphy.

Left to right:
Derek Flynn,

UNIVERSITY
Led by

UNIQUE

Left to right, top to bottom: Jon Ott, Alison

editors

Fuller, the

H.S.

LIBRARY

Jenny Kang, Mimi Marty and Peter Nguyen and sponsor Dorothy

Unique

staff

spent

many

a pleasurable hour exploring different forms of

creative genius.

Cheeseman, Karen Lamb, Laurel Herendeen, Dorothy

Kang, Andrea Jackson, Susan Wieckowska and Lesley Lundeen.

Fuller,

Stephanie Alsberg, Mimi Marty, Peter Nguyen, Jenny

ac

ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
The magnificent
of three

elections

committee consisted

hardworking individuals who

tallied

votes and printed ballots for the class officer

and student council

elections.

Left to right: Kelly Schrepfer, Jenny

Kang and Avi

Porton.

CHORUS
Chorus was awesome

this year because Hoopeston, Stretch, Dizzy and "The Beard" joined. Along with Emily, Sue,
we sang, traveled to Indy
you guess who wrote this?), and the rest of the seniors
oops, we mean chorus
and performed for thousands (well, maybe closer to one hundred) of adoring fans.

Allison (can

—

—

Aaron O'Connor, David Warfel, Jeff Greeley, Elizabeth Murphy, Melissa Schoeplein, Jenny Auler, Anni Betts, Nicole Jackson, Rachel Lebenson, Jamie Bennett, Erica Joncich,
Brendan DeTemple, Robby Auler, David Bopp, Noah Levin, Erin Grant, Caty Steigmann, Jon Ott, Carl Crawford, Mark Mohr, Jordan Finkin, Suzie Baunsgard, Erin Reep, Bridget O'Connor, Jennifer
David Kim, Timothy Lin, Ellen Yang, Linnea Terando, Juwan Song, Han Paik, Angela Shen, Maria Shoemaker, Mike Bekiares, Caty Steigmann, Emily Chaney, Aaron Grossman, Tim Day, Sue
Pleck, Robin Morgan, Yvette Cataneo, Jenny Kang, Jennifer Wilson, Megan Robin-Abbott, Sunavo Dasgupta, Jannie Lung, Andrea Mustain, Michelle Garcia, Heather Ort, Marsha Magnus, Amy Jackson.
Molly Robin-Abbott, Zivar Baker, Christie Curran, Eddie Lee, Joel Jacobson, Dennis Hong, Alyx Parker, Susan Wieckowska, Stephanie Alsberg, Jenny Hsui, Joyce Lee, Abby Davis, Jyana Gregory,
Dezera Davis, Shelby White, Emily Hsui, Shira Wachtel and Amy Wen. Not pictured: Peter Nguyen, Shannon Meares, Kate Depew, Allison Hightshoe, Karen Lamb, Joseph M. Monahan Jr., Jessica
Nolen, Sonia Johnson and Eyamba Bokamba.

Left to right, top to bottom:
Glish,
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Under Mr. Murphy's

ORCHESTRA

lively leadership,

ttisySart liffi&S&l

winds, stupendous strings, bold brass and delightful

performed concerts and

filled

drums

the attic with hauntingly

beautiful melodies.

Pictured
Fogel,

left to right,

James Chang,

Dan Krier, Cathy Goodall, Aaron Holland, Jan Lo, Michael Wei, Laurel Merendeen, Arah
Aaron Grossman, Jennifer Grucza, Heinrich Hock, Peter Norby, Phil Lin, Louis Chang, Lesley Lundeen, Alison Cheeseman,

top to bottom: Melissa Schoeplein, Josh Folk, Eddie Lee,

Amy

Fogel, Tracy Sonka,

Stephanie Alsberg, David Bopp, Sharad Satsangi, Robert Brown, Alex Betts, Allison Cobb, Leena Selvaraj, Peter Folk, Molly Robin-Abbott, Z, Matt Colby, Erin Snyder,
Robyn Tessin, Jenny Wilson, Nola Miller, Hannah Koenker, Lilly Liu, Sang Lee, Nicole Jackson, Juwan Song, Yulun Yang, Amy Jackson, Judy Clifton, Timothy Ballard, Tim
Grace, Jori Ruppert-Felsot, Sameer Bavishi, Lindsey Schmidt,
pictured:

Megan Flynn and Heather

Amanda

Isaacson, Becca Gurney, Erica Joncich, Jenny Kang, Joyce Lee, Rachel

Lebenson and

MURPH.

Not

Ort.

MADRIGALS
With smiling faces and nodding
heads, the madrigals delighted their

audiences once again. Despite

re-

hearsing only once a week, the singers

performed superbly

at several

concerts and are planning a trip to

New York

Pictured

left

Aaron Grossman, Zivar Baker, Mike Bekiares, Peter Nguyen, Joe
Jenny Kang, Kate Depew, Rachel Lebenson, Erin Grant, Yvette Cataneo, Robin
Jackson, Eddie Lee and Andrea Mustain. Not pictured: Han Paik.

Amy

summer.

to right, top to bottom:

Monahan, Joyce Lee, Jon
Morgan,

this

Ott,
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JAPANESE CLUB
New

to Uni this year, the Japanese

Club started with grand plans. The
group, under the leadership of Mike

Bekiares and David Watanabe, held

meetings to learn more about Jap-

anese culture, language, and
tions.

Along with

teacher Chris

slides

tradi-

and guests,

Thompson made

meetings fun for

the

all.

Pictured top to bottom, left to right: Alex Parushev, Sharad Satsangi, David Watanabe, Robert Brown, James Chang, Jason Butler,
Mike Bekiares, Chris Thompson, Rishi Zutshi, Sari Karplus, Sang Lee, Deborah-Anna Reznek, Ellen Yang, Lindsey Schmidt and

Robyn

Tessin.

GERMAN CLUB
Did you see

was able

all

the Schwarzwalderkirschtorte

to get a "taste" of

Germany here

— Black Forest Cherry Cakes — around Uni? Thanks
in

to

German Club

all

of

Uni

Champaign-Urbana. The German Club sponsored contests, played games, and

corresponded with German pen-pals.

left to right: Mark Mohr, Mike Wei, Tim Lin, Phil Lin, Anne Volk, Dana Wagner, Sapna Cheryan, Maria Shoemaker, Wenlan Cheng,
Sophia Wahba.andL'eerjaiSelvcU'a}.— *-- -*-*

Pictured

J
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UNIVERSITY

H.I.S.S.

H.S.

The

Historical Simulation So-

ciety,
ler,

LIBRARY

sponsored by Mr. But-

met Tuesdays and some-

times on Fridays after school
to play

games

simulating var-

ious eras in history.

did the

Not only

members have

a

lot of

were instrumental in developing and testing
the games.
fun, but they

left to right: Josh Hopkins, Nasri Hajj, Mark Mohr, Phil Lin, Joe Monahan, Jeff Greeley,
Douglas Sohn, Tim Skirvin, Derik Fay, David Bopp, Robert Brown, Jason Butler, Mr. Chris Butler, Jon Tsai, Jori
Ruppert-Felsot, Steve Hilberg, Nathaniel Hopkins, David Watanabe and Sean Barrett.

Pictured top to bottom,

CHESS
Chess Club, under the auspices
for

of the fabulous Mr. B,

tournament play. Competing

in

the East Central

met every Tuesday and Thursday during lunch and prepared themselves
Chess League, the young team had yet another successful campaign.

Illinois

left to right: Evan Chen, Melinda Minear, Jane Zhang, Jon
Wagner, Che-Wei Wang, James Chang and Jason Butler

Pictured top to bottom,

Tsai, Peter

*iWJ

Chou, Corey Hochman, Jeff Greeley, Tze-John Tang, Dana
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FffiflfflttUB
This was French Club's second

year as an

official

organization.

Under President Zivar Baker

and

sponsor

Arlabosse, club

bake

Severine

members

held

sales, initiated a letter

and

souvenir exchange with a school
in

France, and had Josh Folk

talk

about the Ivory Coast.

Pictured

left

to right, top to bot-

tom: Deborah Reingold, Andrea
Jackson, Stephie Alsberg, Susan

Wieckowska, Andrew Phillips,
Joshua Folk, Jordan Finkin,
Mimi Marty, Keren Yairi, Emily
Hsui, Severine Arlabosse and
Zivar Baker.

RUSSIAN

Russian Club was headed by three presidents, Jillanna Mercer, Yulun

Yang and

Kimberely Hendrickson, and sponsored by Dianne Loyet. The club members

CLUB

Pictured

left

engaged in a variety of activities, including watching movies, playing Russian
Monopoly, listening attentively to guest speakers, and writing to pen pals.

to right: Alyx Parker,

Marsha Magnus, Yulun Yang,

Jillanna Mercer,

Kim Hendrickson and Dianne Loyet

UNIVERSITY H

AGORA DAYS COMMITTEI
The Agora Days Committee met every week to organize and
put together the famous week of student and adult self-taught
classes. Students could learn

how

the art of Scandanavian cooking.

to be a physician or perfect

Pictured

left

to right, top to bottom:

Amy Wen,

LIBRARY

Joyce Lee, Dave Borgeson,

Kelly Schrepfer, Christie Curran, Jenny Hsui, Adele Mazurek-Suslick, Cyndi

Azemun, Amy Parker, Susan Wieckowska, Stephanie
Andrea Jackson, Emily Hsui, Avi Porton, Tracy Sonka and Yulun

Liebovich, Mojgone

Alsberg,

Yang.

WRITERS' GUILD
Writers'

new

Guild was a

club this year

founded by Eric
lips.

Phil-

The group met

once a week to share

and receive comments
and

criticism

on

their

work which ranged
from artwork to novels.
Pictured

left

to right,

top to bottom:

Emily

Kerlin, Veerle Peshkin,

Melanie Adcock, Mindy
Foland, Isobel Stasheff,

David Bodnar, Eric
Phillips, Sharad Satsangi and Deborah
Reznek.
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LATIN CLUB
Latin Club

was once again

sponsored by Frances New-

man. In it, Latin scholars
were able to learn more and
enjoy the culture of ancient

Rome

through games and

trips to

Chicago's Art

Insti-

tute.

Pictured

left

to right:

Dave Das and Arah

i1£U

AK YTO8

Andrea Peck, Anna Pervukhin, Mindy Foland, Lesley Lundeen, Caty Steigmann, Kelly Schrepfer,
Fogel.

HOCKEY CLUB
Under the

fearless leadership of

Dave Kiddoo, Martin Reznek
and Gumby, the Hockey Club
filled many a transcript. Due to
bureaucratic rules, no
were made. However,
there was much taunting at U of
I games, and, more importantly,
they came, they saw, they threw
certain

jerseys

some

left to right, top to bottom: Ben Goldsteen, Steve Kim, Brendan DeTemple, Noah Levin, Aaron Buckley,
Jason Wolf, Derek Flynn, Adam Wengert, Chad Richardson, Allison Hightshoe, Shelby White, Sang Hwang, Heidi van
Es, Linda Sweeney, Caty Steigmann, Nate Stevens, David Gerlach, Matt Asher, Dezera Davis, Kim Nelson, Tony Kim,
Erga Dershowitz, Andrew Phillips, Stephie Alsberg, Dan Shunk, Dave Kiddoo and Martin Reznek.

Pictured
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cheese.

SPACE SOCIETY
Although Josh had trouble
getting these busy seniors

together, they did

manage

to plant mutant tomatoes

and purchase a magazine
subscription for the

li-

brary.

Pictured

left

"Luscious

to right: Steve Hilberg, Peter Norby, David Gerlach,

Man"

Deborah Reingold, Jodi Asbell-Clarke and Josh

Hopkins.

UWWRSITY HS. LIBRAE

MATH TEAM
After playing lots of

m

g§L

a

hide and seek with

Mrs. Jockusch, the

Math Team solved a
few problems and

competed

in

con-

tests.

Pictured

left

Wagner,

Jeff Greeley,

Deborah Reingold, Peter Norby, Renxin Xia, Avi Porton, Jane Zhang, Dana
Tim Day, Molly Robin-Abbott and Horng-Shin Li. Pictured, not member: Jason Wolf.

to right, top to bottom: Michael Wei,

Omar

Jassim,
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STUDENTS FOR A BETTER WORLD
This year,
first

S4BW

was

under the leader-

ship of Jamie and Kate,

but was taken over by

Mo

and Cathy around

the middle of the year.

With the help of Ms.
Kaplan, the club organized parties for senior
citizens,

for

cooked meals

Worker

Catholic

House, participated

in

the Big Brother/Big
Sister program,

and

held the second annual

Captain Tidy day.

Left to right, top to bottom: Jenny Kang, Joe Park, Cathy Goodall, Holly Stephens, Noah Levin, Ellen Eischen, Heidi van Es,
Jay Steigmann, Kim Nelson, Christie Curran, Jamie Bennett, Joyce Lee, Melissa Schoeplein, Thomas Nguyen, Hosun Hwang,
Mojgone Azemun, Susan Wieckowska, Jyana Gregory, Kate Depew and Anh Van Ho. Not pictured: Caty Steigmann, Shelby

White and Brendan DeTemple.

TENNIS CLUB
This year's Tennis Club
consisted of

members

0!%

from various classes
and was headed by Peter and Caty. The future Davis Cup team
perfected their
the

U

of

I

skills

on

clay courts

across from

Kenney

and fun was had by

all.

Left to right, top to bottom: Peter Nguyen, Caty Steigmann,

Thomas Nguyen, Sameer

Dhar, Mojgone Azemun, Dizzy Davis, Mimi Marty and Alyx Parker.
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m.

Bavishi, Eddie Lee,

Amy Wen,

Vikas

ASIAN CLUB
David Stone sponsored
year's

new Asian

Club. In

this
it,

all

Asians and Asian wannabes

made Asian food for bake sales
to raise money for a trip to Chicago's Chinatown. Founded by
Sang Hwang and Emily Hsui,
the club filled the halls with

yummy

scents of
their

many

treats during

sales which left

rolling in

dough.

Pictured

left

them

to right, top to bot-

tom: Derek Flynn, Joe Park,

Thomas Nguyen, Shelby White,
Dana Wagner, Phil Lin, Steve
Kim, Sang Hwang, Brendan
DeTemple, Peter Nguyen, Emily
Hsui, Amy Wen, Kim Nelson
and Anh Van Ho. Not pictured:
Joyce Lee.

ERS1TY

H.S.

PING-PONG CLUB
The newly organized
Ping-Pong Club
first

in

is

the

Uni history.

Presidents James
Chang and Che-Wei
Wang formed the club
with authorization from

Mr. Epperson and fund-

U of coffers.
Tournaments took
place in Uni Gym on
ing

from

I

Friday afternoons as
Mr. Epperson cheered

from the stands.

left to right: Evan Chen, Tim Lin, Linda Sweeney, Che-Wei Wang, Magda Gianola, Matt Asher, Steve Kim, James
Chang, Melinda Minear, Steve Epperson, Kumar Das, Douglas Sohn, Peter Chou, Jon Tsai, Tze-John Tang, David Gerlach,
David Asher and Cynthia Wang.

Pictured

UNNERSTCt
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The members of the faculty at Uni were
certainly more than just our teachers and
authority figures

— they were our

friends,

counseling us in times of need and frustration,

supporting us in our extracurricular activities

and side interests and always willing to help.
And, of course, the faculty kept on top of the
gossip heap and proceeded to even update
some of the student body on the latest juicy
tidbits of information.

—
Ms.
QuackThompson,
Ms.
Ms. Lu, Mr.
enbush and Ms. Akoyunoglou — and

Several

new teachers

arrived

including

Fuller,

quickly

learned the ways of Uni. Along with the

veteran teachers, they

will

undoubtedly con-

tribute to the special relationship with the

faculty that

Uni students have always en-

joyed.

wm§5

ADM INISTR ATION/COUNSELING
IS

N

S

Joel Crames, Assistant Director,
everything was peachy keen.

made

his daily

rounds about the school to

Uni's financial affairs remained in terrific shape, thanks to

make

sure

Randy Musselman.

Steve Epperson, sporting the clean shaven look
a great job supporting the school.

this year,

Cathy Eads, Uni's secretary, kept everything
remained calm.

in

was the Acting Director and did

order and

made

sure the hallways

1
Part-time secretary Julie
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Watson helped run

this

funny farm.

Queen Barb (Aschenbrenner) was
with

all

the

little

children.

the fearless office leader and patiently dealt

Barbara Gutowsky was head honcho
thon to raise

money

for the school.

of

alumni

affairs.

She organized the phone-a-

Joan Levy was the college consultant. She made the seniors
and do acrobatics before she sent their recommendations.

sing,

dance
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ENGLISH

The senior class, uh, welcomed back Adele Suslick as the fearless leader of debates, The Bear and
The Woman Warrior after a year with the sophomores and subbies.

Jennifer

Van Duzen Burns (JVDB), when

not too busy

in

her Journalism class and

teaching the freshmen, scurried around the hall with bags on her arms and a smile on
her face.

Dorothy Fuller took the challenge of teaching the sophomores, and, amidst

how

flying objects, taught yet

another class

to write creatively.

Audrey Wells, although she was mistaken for a Hershey's Kiss
around Halloween, taught the subbies English, advocated socialism, and sponsored the student production.

Rosemary Laughlin introduced the subbies to grammar, and just when the juniors thought
a dictionary.
they knew everything about English, Dr. Laughlin showed them

—
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FINE
The members

who

ARTS

of this year's

wonderful Fine Arts Department were: Karen Hellyer,

taught the applied arts classes; Laura Reneau,

productions and taught

Drama

class,

who

directed

many

of the

and Richard Murphy, who taught Chorus,

Orchestra, Madrigals and Music Theory.

*

LIBRARY

c
The

library

staff,

once

again, not only told us to

^f!i
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be quiet but also taught

and helped students to use
the library efficiently.

These helpful bookworms
included

(left

to right, top

to bottom): Laura Nekola,
Phillip Lin,

Frances Jacob-

son, Runelle Shriver

m

Joel Zich.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES

After many years of teaching German IV and feeding
leaving Uni, and we'll miss her very much.

Frances

Newman

taught

all

I,

II

and

III,

Marcia Bernhard

is

sections of Latin. She took her fourth-year students on a voyage to ancient
to tell the third- and fourth-year students that they couldn't go to Rome

Greece with the Aeneid and had
because of the war.
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German

Alicia

Henry, who is also departing, taught German
will be at a loss without her.

I,

II

and

III

this year.

Her

students

Barbara Shenk joined the Uni
_
Japanese program.
.

staff this

year to help US expand our

Aleka Akoyunoglou was new to Uni this year. She taught eager Russian IV
students slanderous vocab words about marriage and divorce.

Chris Thompson
taught Japanese

came

to Uni this year

and brought with him a new Japanese program

in

which he

I.

DO

Severine Arlabosse taught French
students to

come

to class on time.

II

and

tried to convince her

Carol Bond, department head, taught French

I

and French

III

with her

own

special

flair.

Ubiti£B£LQL US.

UBBABX
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MATH

With vivacious and energetic lectures, Pat McLoughlin entertained
Geometry and Pre-Calc classes beyond belief.

Peter Kimble
lectures

wowed

and original

his

Computet Science
"

jokes.

classes with his fascinating
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Accelerated

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Once

again, Sally

while coaching

Walker held the P.E. department together
varsity basketball and teaching fitness.

girls'

MAINTENANCE
-r_:

ft
Al Ledgin coached

girls'

swimming and made sure

that everyone learned the fundamentals of pickleball.

John Turner, the god

of cleanliness, kept the hallways of Uni

shining.

«4A
Tom

Scott coached boys' varsity basketball, taught

managed

to
o teach sports

and

fitness.

some Uni students how

to drive,

and also
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SOCIAL STUDIES

"Barbie" Wysocki, when not busy with Ken, found time to teach a
students while influencing them to be a good citizen and volunteer.

BIO'

geography to her

1

Though absorbed

in

her maps, Joanne Wheeler found time to be a friend as well as a

teacher to her Western Civ and U.S. History students

our

Even though they were busy deciphering what she was saying, Philippa Kaplan's
subbie and sophomore geography students managed to learn quite a bit.
bit of

prom dates and sometimes even grading our

tests.

— roaming the

halls, finding

The beloved Mr.

B. once again took his subbie, freshman and sophomore
students on a journey through time, from ancient Babylonia to WWII,

SCIENCE

Patricia Morris,

department head, kept busy teaching one section of subbie

science.

WSr **
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David Stone taught beginning and advanced biology
for his

new

this

year and learned to be a father

son, Ethan.
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Jodi Asbell-Clarke taught Physics and Astrophysics while winning the admiration of her
students.

<
m
>
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New

to Uni this year,

Jean Lu taught the wonders of science to subbies.

David Bergandine taught beginning and advanced chemistry and had the
honor of being the only man in school to wear knickers and argyle socks, r-i

The underclassAnother year, another class.
men did a great job of keeping busy and keeping
.

out of people's hair.
in

the usual ways

The

—

.

subbies were initiated

garbage can dumping,

being banned from the lounge, learning, thinking

and studying, and, of course, Interrelated
Arts and Bonnie's health class. The freshmen
mastered the arts of sponsoring dances and
petitioning out of fitness. The sophomores, despite the excitement of chemistry and geography, attempted to remain laid back to prepare
(?)

for the trials

and

tribulations of junior year.

The

by working

late

juniors survived "hell year"

nights

and early mornings

in

anticipation of

learning the art of seniority. Overall, the un-

derclassmen survived another underclass year
as everyone

moved one year

closer to being a

SENIOR!

^f%^^2^^^e^^^

SUBFRESHMEN

David Beedy

Jenny Alsberg

Julia

Brown

Sapna Cheryan

David Asher

*"
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Wenlan Cheng

A

ft.

spanking-new subbie class saturated the halls and got
sample of Uni. Led by Nola Miller, David Asher

their first

and Cynthia Wang, they gave superb talent to subbie teams
and spent sackfuls of money at scrumptious bake sales.
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Timothy Ballard

Leif Christianson

Devorah Block

Seth Bank

70

Louis Chang

Allison

Cobb

UNIVERSITY

H.S.

LIBRARY

George Gruschow

Kumar Das

Amanda

Megan Flynn

Isaacson

Rebecca Gurney

Sunavo Dasgupta

Emad

Peter Folk

Drake Depew

Jassim

Nasri Hajj

Magda Gianola

•

•»

James Johnson

|

David Deschler

Brent Halfwassen

1

1^

Jennifer Glish

t*

»

Sari Karplus
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Nola Miller

Elizabeth Kinase-Leggett

Sang Lee

Hannah Koenker

Gene Paik

Dylan Morgan

Andy Liebovich

Heather Penrose

Josh Kovacic

Lilly

James Lane

Andrew Nicholson

Micah Magee

72

Andrew Reynolds

Liu

Deborah Reznek

UNIVERSITY

H.S.

Cynthia

Charlotte Schulten

Wang

Joyce Tang

Anne Robbins

Jennifer Wilson

Leena Selvaraj

John Taylor

Megan Robin-Abbott

Erin

Wen Fang Yang

Snyder

Robyn Tessin

Jori Ruppert-Felsot

Douglas Sohn

Lindsey Schmidt

LIBRARY

Rishi Zutshi

Sophia

Wahba

73

\

IVERSITY

Brent and

his

babes

An amazing

discovery

— subs

Vi.;*

'%-

Tell

it

to

H.S.

Saddam.

UNIVERSITY RS.

L\8Bjm

actually study!

LIBRARY

FRESHMEN

Melanie Adcock

Sarah Challand

Under the

friendly leadership of Secretary-Treasurer

Jannie Lung, President
tative

Amy

uous year and
Jenny Auler

Andrew Fraker and Represen-

Fogel, the far-out freshmen endured a strenstill

managed to find time to flock to
The freshmen sponsored the

sports events and dances.
fabulous, fantastic

and

fun-filled

Alison

Cheeseman

Spring Fling with finesse

and without a single foozle. The fattening food sold at
bake sales, fed the entire faculty and filled the students'
stomachs. The Physical Education department appreciated the familiar faces and skill that the freshmen gave
to their teams!

Catherine

Andrea Berts

Eric

76

Chou

Tristan Bolen

Minh Dao

Berg

Eyamba Bokamba

Christina

Cary

Andrew Fraker

Vikas Dhar

Andrew Fernandez

Jane Dokko

Jennifer Grucza

Laura Glaser

Morgan Finch

Laurel Herendeen

Cathy Goodall

Ellen Eischen

Jordan Finkin

Steve Hilberg

Tim Grace

Derik Fay

Amy

Fogel

Caleb Hoffman

77

Tim Lin

Nathaniel Hopkins

Dan

Kevin Mackie

Krier

Jan Lo

Nicole Jackson

David Kim

Jenny Luhrs

Michael Jeffries

Eli

Karplus

Jannie Lung

Jen Lane

Andrew Lee

78

Austin Moore

Elizabeth

Murphy

Jessica Nolen

Tim Rauschenberger

Aaron O'Connor

Jason Rogers

Alex Parushev

Melissa Schoeplein

Juwan Song

Zipporah Porton

Angela Shen

UNIVERSITY

H.S.

LIBRAE

79
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"Where'd your

skirt

go?"

SOPHOMORES
kt''

^p"

jML

fl|

M

v^^
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Scan Barrett

Pilar

i

o

M

i

Hi

Mike Cardman

The smashing sophomores did a swell job this year.
They sold sweets and threw bodacious shindigs. Lesley
Lundeen, Erica Joncich and Jessica Pursley (three very
sophisticated ladies) kept the class in

David Bopp

82

line.

Jason Butler

Tim Day

Heinrich

Hock

83
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Joel Jacobson

84

Jillanna

Mercer

UNIVERSITY

H.S.

LIBRARY

Yulun Yang

Alyx Parker

UNIVERSITY KS. LIBBASX
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Dennis

in

the library?!

JUNIORS
K>

Dave Borgeson

Evan Chen

Mojgone Azemun

Christie

The

jolly, jubilant

Lin,

Rep. Joyce Lee and Sec./Treas. Kim Nelson led

juniors

had an awesome year. Pres.

Curran

Phil
their

The year was spent raising money
and surviving the infamous homework load.

joyful class into wealth.

Suzanne Baunsgard

for

PROM

Yvette Cataneo

Mike Bekiares

James Chang

Chou

Arah Fogel

Clifton

Mindy Foland

Peter

Judy

Dave Das

%%
«fe

S/A
'&

<fef/

kvfy

Brad Kibler

Brian Frizzell

HoSun Hwang

Ben Goldsteen

Melinda Minear

Joyce Lee

Eman

Mark Mohr

Jassim

Bahareh Harandi

Cyndi Liebovich

Megan Morgan

Jenny Kang

Corey Hochman

Phillip

Lin

Kim Nelson

Amy

Parker

Erin

Reep

MR
Thomas Nguyen

Isobel Stasheff

Andrea Peck

Chad Richardson

Nadine Nicholson

Caty Steigmann

Anna Pervukhin

Sharad Satsangi

Holly Stephens

Joe Park

Eric Phillips
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Kelly Schrepfer

Jon Tsai

Che-Wei Wang

Heidi van Es

David Watanabe

Jason Wolf

Anne Volk

Amy Wen

Jane Zhang

Dana Wagner

Adam Wengert

Linda Sweeney

Tze-John Tang

HtaMMlMTi

ij

Stephanie Tredway
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Double, double

92

toil

and trouble, cauldron burn and cauldron bubble.

"Honest,

it's

MY

backpack!!"

Junior year fries Kelly's brain and freezes her body.

Before Andrea's eyes, Anne's head turns into a frisbee.

93

UNIVERSITY

H.S.

LIBRARY.
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Play

94

it,

baby, play

Snow White?

The long

it.

Cinderella? No,

it's

BARBIE!

lost

brother of

Gene Simmons?

See

STUD come

to the rescue.

See

STUD

save the day!

95

Xavier Roberts presents his

new

line of

il.

Cabbage Patch

Kids.

Ohh.

.

.

Jamie, your breath!!

SENIORS 1991

^lum& /\(lh&tq
"They seek him here
They seek him there
Those Frenchies seek him everywhere.
Is

he

Or

is

heaven
he in hell

in

That damned elusive Pimpernel." -The Scarlet Pimpernel
"What? You snorted cocaine up your elbow?" -Tysan Huang
"John! That's the littlest bottom I've ever seen!" -Tysan Huang
"Derek is a virgin female." -Mr. Stone
"As you wish." -The Princess Bride

MatfrAi/tw
"Woke up

in the

morning peculiar

feelin',

looked up and saw egg dripping

from the

ceilin'" -Beastie

Boys

"Who

watches the watchmen?" -Juvenal
"If you gaze into the abyss, the abyss gazes into you." -Friedrich Nietzsche
'East, Across the Night Seas. East, Borne on the Naked Backs of Murdered
Men." -Alan Moore

"A is A" -Ayn Rand
"You can't have your cake and let your neighbor eat it, too." -Ayn Rand
"Under the terrible burden of destiny laughing as a young man laughs."
-Carl Sandburg
"This sentence no verb."

Robbfj
"Dan

AtA
— SHUT UP!" -soccer team

"All jealousy aside, is that guy not a real cheese?" -Martin
"Psyche! Jack!" -Jason Wolf to Brian Frizzell

Reznek

" 1 6-year-old rail" -Dan Krier
"First of all, Amy is not a woman, and she has no civil rights." -Dan Shunk

1*4,
,5/3

:'*'-'

Zii/OUV
"Who

BaJoM,

"Allah'u' Abha" -Baha'ullah
taught you biology anyway? A moron?" -Mr. Stone
" -our cats, Paul and Mimi
"Purrrrrr.
"A sky of fears
A sea of tears
The fire of love will light the sky and dry the sea.
.

.

Yet rain

The

will fall

sea will swell

again you'll turn to me, and I'll be there." -anonymous
have created you from one tree and have caused you to be as the
leaves and fruit of the same tree, that happily ye may become a source of
It behooveth you all to be one indivisible
comfort to one another.
people." -The Bab

And once

"We

.

.

Jamb

Bennett

"The

secret of education is to respect the pupil." -R.W. Emerson
"This is a song about History. Not to be confused with Herstory. Or the
Truth." -Casselberry-Dupree
"History is a race between education and catastrophe." -H.G. Wells
"I am learning all the time. The tombstone will be my diploma."

-Eartha Kitt

"The dreamers of the day are dangerous people, for they may act their
dreams with open eyes to make it possible." -T.E. Lawrence
"To know a thing by its parts is science, to feel it as a whole is art."
-Lewis Mumford
"The sooner you

fall

"We must become

behind, the longer you have to catch up." -anonymous

we seek." -Gandhi
"Give a little and take as much as you can." -Han
" -Kelpie Wilson
"Cut your jobs and get some hair.
"Sixty million functional illiterates in America represents the
the change

.

something." -Paulo Freire

Aanm

Budcfoy

Budouteafr
"It's

'cuz

kind of childish, but so

it's

is

high school." -Ferris Bueller

"All the punks are gonna yell 'yippee'
the thing that only eats hippies" -The Dead Milkmen
"It's 106 miles to Chicago

We've

A
It's

'Yeah,

I

went

to see

it,

but

it

dark,

got a full tank of gas
half-pack of cigarettes

and we're wearing sunglasses
Hit it." -The Blues Brothers
I couldn't get my girlfriend

was PG-13, and

in." -Fritz

.UNIVERS/TJf H.S.

U8RA8X

.

failure

of

Dtzwa

Roi/ie# BaJthi Dcu/iA -Ldtkef

"When the dog crossed the road, the dog crossed the road."
-Steve Epperson
"Don't reach for the honey without smokin' the hive." -Randy Travis
"gemmas attonitus spectavi, quod maximae et splendidae erant."
-Cambridge Latin Course Unit IIB
"Dezera, please refrain from making lewd comments in the classroom!"
-Miss Fitzgerald
"I'm not a ditz. I promise!!" -Shelby
"We cannot change ourselves unless we change our way of thinking. It is
actually thought that changes us." -Elijah Muhammad

Kafc Pep CjuJ
"In this world you must be oh so smart, or oh so pleasant. For years I was
I recommend pleasant." -James Stewart in Harvey
smart.
"Bleagh" -Heidi, Jamie, Andrea and Michael
'You must love each other. That's my commandment to you. Otherwise I'll
come back and haunt you." -my Dad
"Let the morning time drop
.

.

all its

petals

Life,

All

is

I

on me.

love you

groovy!" -Simon and Garfunkel

Bwtdm

Tlumak

DeTemfm

"There must be one place left in the world where the
mountains meet the sea, one place left in the world. There
must be one place left in the world where the water's real and
clean." -Midnight Oil
"I, I couldn't believe, I couldn't believe the stars of Warburton
were washing down on me." -Midnight Oil
"Everything is quiet, everyone's gone to sleep, I'm wide awake
but these memories can't wait." -Living Colour
"Great horny toads!"-Yosemite Sam
"I don't think so.

"What

Homey

don't play that."

-Homey Claus

what it shall be, what it was." -Roosevelty
Roosevelt (Robin Williams)
"What's a few men?" -Hunters and Collectors

96D

it is,

Dwk M.

me get

'Hey, hold up! Let

a taste of that.

.

.

K. Ffym

I've never tried

it

before."

Almenas
The Holy Grail

-Finees

'Now go away,

—

you a second time."
if you're horny." -Brendan DeTemple
"The universe is God's semester project and He's getting a D-."
-Noah Levin
"I like big things." -Dezera Davis
"All these memories will be lost in time, like tears in the rain."
or

I

shall taunt

"Honk

-Bladerunner

A&tawdw,

Joilawu

Foflk

"Anyone lived in a pretty how town
(with up so floating many bells down)
spring summer autumn winter
he sang his didn't he danced his did." -e.e. cummings
"Nature cannot be fooled." -Richard P. Feynman
"Lights.
Lights would be good now." -Pretty Woman
"It's just because of my incredibly muscular calves. ." -Frank
"Can we have the Cliffs Notes please. ." -Martin to Shira
.

.

.

.

Dafbl
"The enemy of science and knowledge

is

Wcwm

Gwiadi

irrationality, not religion."

-anonymous

"Non

est vivere, sed valere vita est.

Life's not just being alive, but being well." -Martial
'Term, holidays, term, holidays, till we leave. School and then work, work,
work till we die." -C.S. Lewis
'What is conservatism? Is it not adherence to the old and tried, against the
new and untried?" -Abraham Lincoln

W.

Afflion Leigh
"If you

wanna make

VigdJliu^
the world a better place, take a look at

YOURSELF

and then make a change." -Michael Jackson

"Hey Blondie! I'd help ya but I'm
"Work it BABY!" -Jamie Bennett

busy, ya

know what

I

mean?"

-Jackie

"I'm thankful every day I live for the warmth and kindness you give.
Thankful that in God's design, He planned it so your path crossed mine."
-anonymous (to my one and only Sangamon)
"Things can change and so can you. Quitting won't make you strong.
Living will. So hang on and hang in." -Happy Harry Hard On, PUTV

***;

vm

AkJo
"We

all live

"Do

under the same

sky, but

^

t*

ntr

we

don't always have the same
horizon." -Konrad Adenauer

not wish to be anything but what you are, and try to do that
perfectly." -St. Francis de Sales

'The secret to staying young

and lie about
your age." -Lucille Ball
"Plaisir d'amour ne dure qu'um moment,
Chagrin d'amour dure toute la vie." -Jean-Pierre Claris de Florian
"Une vie inutile est une morte prematuree." -Goethe
"Two souls with but a single thought,
is

to live honestly, eat slowly,

Two

hearts that beat as one."

-Von Muench-Bellinghausen (dedicated

to

Daw.)

Johlum

Bmjamn HopkiM

not easy being green." -Kermit the Frog
until the stars grow cold, people like yourself will be living,
working and playing in space." -G. Harry Stine
"Cogito, ergo sum." -Descartes
"I never let school interfere with my education." -Mark Twain
"You still have to clean up your room." -2nd law of thermodynamics
"Violence is the last refuge of the incompetent." -Salvador Hardin,
"It's

"From now

Foundation by Isaac Asimov
"That's one small step for (a) man, one giant leap for mankind."
-Neil Armstrong
"Everything that can be invented has been invented." -Charles H. Duell,
Director of U.S. Patent Office, 1899

Emy
"Love

is

something

if

you give

it

Fmy-Tzcwq Hiul

away, you end up having more."

-unknown

"When you

wish upon a

star, all

your dreams come true." -Pinocchio
(dedicated to Fritz)

remember all my life though some have changed, some
forever not for better, some are gone, and some remain. All these places
in my life
have their moments with lovers and friends I can still recall.
I've loved them all." -The Beatles (dedicated to my friends, especially Avi)
"Giwi" -my little sister, Jenny
"There are places

I

.

.

Ttfim Phwx, Hucwg
"One day we'll dance on their graves / One day we'll sing our freedom
One day we'll laugh in our joy / And we'll dance." -Sting

/

"Are you a Heather?" -Christian

Slater, Heathers
because they take themselves lightly." -G.K. Chesterton
the big
"Yeah? Well, Tysan, you're just afraid of my imposing figure.
blue smurf." -Joshua Folk
"You cannot fear the failure, you must desire the win." -Bonnie Byers
"We haven't finally met somewhere. We were in each other all along." -

"Angels

fly

.

Rumi
"And I

will

the faithful.

be Aphrodite, born into a swirl of liquid spirals by the kisses of
." -Michel Serres
.

Sang Huhuu]

"Be where you can see and be seen." -Finees
so afraid of living in oblivion. ." -Anything Box
love, put you up above. You'll never feel unwanted, I'm
always thinking love." -Al B. Sure (dedicated to Allison)
"I

'I

dedicate

my

am

.

"I don't get it? Are you making fun of me?" -Kris
can the outside world be a place that your heart can embrace.
Be good to yourself because nobody else has the power to make you
happy." -George Michael
"Life's a piece of sh!t, when you look at it!" -Monty Python
"Do you want some Garshes Pitsa?" -Mom

"How

.

Auaf E. Jacfam
Adtwtc
"Hallo,

JcWM

my name

is

Inigo Montoya.

You

killed

my

father.

Prepare to

die.'

-The Princess Bride

"WE ARE ALL ONE RACE.
"I've got nothing to

.

.

THE HUMAN RACE!" -EYE

do today but
N.Y."

smile.

.

."

1990
-Simon and Garfunkel, "The

Only Living Boy in
"Attention K-Mart Shoppers. ." -Kate Depew
"What do you mean you can't drive an automatic?!?" -Jamie Bennett
.

zT

V

*_.

«fc_
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Audnm Jem Jacfam
"No,

my

first

name

ain't baby. It's Janet,

Miss Jackson

you're nasty."
-Janet Jackson

if

"L'enfer, c'est les autres." -Jean-Paul Sartre

"A man can

." -Madonna
tell a thousand lies.
"Can't Touch This" -M.C. Hammer
'For all the Gods are one God, and all the Goddesses are one Goddess, and
there is only one Initiator. And to every man his own truth, and the God
within." -Morgaine, High Priestess of Avalon, from The Mists ofAvalon
.

"K-Mart sucks." -Raymond

"One

doubt.

.

.

One

It is

voice.

.

.

One

war.

.

.

One

Man

Babbitt,

from Rain

truth.

One dream.

.

.

."
.

-Peter Gabriel
"In complete darkness we are all the same,
only our knowledge and wisdom that separates us.
Don't let your eyes deceive you." -Janet Jackson

Em&f Fumm

K&t&H,

be a great day when schools have all the money they need and the
to hold a bake sale to buy a bomber." -unknown
"Everything is constructive, it just depends on what you're trying to build.
-Mark Neely
"Glueckliche Tage, nicht weinen, dass sie gewesen, laecheln, dass sie einst
waren." -unbekannt
"Roots hold me close, wings set me free. Spirit of Life, come to me, come
to me." -Carolyn McDade
"Put that in your pipe and smoke it!" -Daddy
"When the flowers bloom, I'm great." -Katharine Hepburn
"I'm not for abortion. Nobody's for abortion. What I'm for is the right to
make your own hard choices in this hard world." -Linda Ellerbee
"What will I do if my dreams come true?" -James Taylor
"It will

army has

J~~

f

PeaTtd T. Kiddov
Dai/e,
'I'd

rather be a

"And

I

vacuum salesman. They make

better music." -Johnny Fever

"But I showed them. I had a lobotomy." -J. Frank Parnell
went 'PFFFT!' and there was Nudelsalat all over the place!"
-Mark Cowan
"I care. I swear to God, I really do!" -Martin Reznek

"Hawks win!" -Pat Foley
"What light?" -Elwood Blues
"Since time

is

short

and you may

lie,

we're going to have to torture you."
-Agent Rogers

MKim
"Psst.

.

.

don't

"Why have

tell

anyone I'm not wearing underwear." -The

Ho Hwang

reproductive organs unless you're going to use them?"

-Dr. Stone

"Do you

use a Soloflex?" -everybody

"(You're

a)

Dork!" -everybody

wanna be a pinhead no more" -Ramones
"Yes, there are two paths you can go by. But in the long run, there's
time to change the road you're on." -Led Zeppelin
"She had one long pair of eyes." -Robyn Hitchcock
"I don't

m

Stb/e,Y. Kl

'So

"Sapporo Ichiban time!" -me, Han, and Jeff
"Most of my heroes don't appear on no stamps." -Public Enemy
"Don't you remember? C.W.A. forever." -B. Kim
my dear brothers be strong. for you know nothing you do for the
.

.

Lord

is

in vain."

-I

Corinthians 15:58

still

A«thmj

Km

Y.

kind of refreshing to hear a candid opinion every once in a while."
-Caroline Kim
"We are the two most important things in the universe." -Nate Stevens
"Haha, haha, you feel crunchy!" -my cousin, Tommy
"Here's a tiger hug for being my best friend." -Hobbes
"I'm starting to crave the attention of the opposite sex very, very much."
-Christian Slater
"You two are tearing me apart!" -James Dean, Rebel Without a Cause
"That's all I'd do all day. I'd just be the catcher in the rye and all."
"It's

-Holden Garfield, The Catcher in the Rye
"You say to-may^o, I say to-mah-to!" -Christian

"One more
strong.

.

we'll all

Kanm
"It is

Deb&urfb

deteriorate the cat."

so

power

Years from now, somewhere down the
sing one more time." -Sing
.

Slater,

Heathers

and
remember and

in our voices, hopeful
line, we'll

Lcmb

one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid
with them." -Ralph Waldo Emerson
"If man could be crossed with the cat, it would improve man, but

I

-Mark Twain

standing hand in hand / and hear
them echo throughout the hills / for peace throughout the land."
-"I'd Like to Teach the World to Sing"
dream again / for now I find / the Phantom of the Opera is there

"I'd like to see the world for once

"And

time, sing the song, there's a

/

"Just because

I

don't

inside

/ all

my mind."

know what I'm

-The Phantom of the Opera
talking about doesn't mean I'm going
to shut up." -Michelle Shocked

Nook LwiM,
"And I wonder when we are ever gonna change
Living under the fear till nothing else remains" -Tina Turner
praise the Lord from whom all blessings flow!"
uh.
that is.
"Thanks.
-Mr. Natural
"An apple every eight hours keeps three doctors away." -B. Kliban
"The Red Door is now open." -Zenmaster Han
"The wayfarer, perceiving the pathway to truth, was struck with
astonishment. It was thickly grown with weeds. 'Ha,' he said, 'I see that
none has passed here in a long time.' Then he saw that each weed was a
singular knife. 'Well,' he mumbled, 'doubtless there are other roads.'"
-Stephen Crane
.

.

.

.

.

.

Mmlui Maqmk
"Get up. Stand up. Stand up

for

your

"The whole character and

rights.

Don't give up the

fight."

Bob Marley and

the Wallers (1973)
fortune of the individual are affected by the least
-Burnin',

inequalities of the understanding; for example, in the perception of

Waldo Emerson
knock and it shall be
opened unto you." -Matthew 7:7
"To thine own self be true." -Shakespeare
"But they while their companions slept were upward toiling through the
night." -Tennyson
"You ought not practice foolish ways since you are no longer that age."
-Homer, The Odyssey
differences." -Ralph

"Ask and

it

shall

be given you; seek and ye

shall find;

Matgtmlfc

Ei/efifne>

Maiftf

Mi(MUU
"The whole sum of existence is the magic of being needed by just one
person." -Vii Putnam
"The thing that is important is the thing that is not seen." -Le Petit Prince
"It will be as if, in place of the stars, I had given you a great number of
little bells

know how

that

"When I grow

up,

machine. Then

I

want

to laugh." -Le Petit Prince
to be

come back

an inventor.

First

I

will invent a

time

and take myself to tomorrow
dumb assignment." -Calvin and Hobbes
I'll

and skip this
"Love comforts

to yeaterday

like sunshine after rain." -Shakespeare
"Everyone's lost but me." -Indiana Jones

Robin Etta

MdtkSJ

'"Your education was a mess.'
'But a rich, fruity mess,' said he with a leer of disgusting self-satisfaction."
-Robertson Davies

"The more cunning and

"The mist hides

skill

man

possesses, the

the precipice from those

who

more vicious

-Sir

"What do you

get if

things will

appear." -unknown
are doomed to fall over it."

Walter Scott

you multiply six by nine?" -Douglas Adams
"Spectemur agendo." -old Latin saying

Midad Momlum

Joiepk

"You are the everything." -R.E.M.
"And remember, people, that no matter who you

are and what you do to
and survive; there are still some things that make us all the
same. You. Me. Them. Everybody." -The Blues Brothers
"And three fast friends, more sure than a day or night
Himself, his
Maker, and the angel Death." -Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Good Great

live, drive,

—

Man
we have something of yours." -my mom
""Nobody expects the Spanish Inquisition!!!" -Monty Python
"Sang,

"Scooby-roooby-rooby-rooooooo-ooo-oo" -Scooby

"Show me

a good and gracing loser, and

I'll

Doo

show you a

failure."

Rockne

JoU W. Motm
dames

was supposed to have done, then I wouldn't
have any time for fishing." -Clark Gable
"Hm, Hm, Hm, Hm, Hm. ." -the Michigan fight song
"This is the end of the world as we know it." -R.E.M.
'Some people without brains do an awful lot of talking." -The Wizard ofOz
"Memories come to and fro, the trouble is they never want to go." -Erasure
"If

I

had done

all

the

I

.

RobUi
"I'll

take

my d-.

.

"Sheah,

right.

As

if.

loose." -Dr.

"A bottle

.stick to you!" -Hugo
a ford on your future?" -Dad

.uh.

"Why do you have
"Hang

Monqw

Le&ie>

.

NOT!" -Wayne and Garth
Shoresman

of Rolaids, instead." -Rachel singing Billy Joel

"Tragedy strikes!" -my brother, Dylan
"Peeing outdoors is one of the great joys of manhood." -Murph

tlAJSU Zl

!

YW3

-Knute

Pefoi

Nguyen

"I'm not taken because mine doesn't have any humps." -Robin Morgan
."
"If I had one day when I wasn't confused.
-James Dean, Rebel Without a Cause
"Rats! My underwear's all soaked. Now it's gonna itch and ride up my rear
.

all afternoon." -Calvin
never wear the stuff." -Hobbes
It's whatever you do if
"I really love that phrase 'A Conspiracy of Truth'.
you just do it with a bit of dignity." -Bono of U2
"Out of our beliefs are born deeds. Out of our deeds we form habits; out of
our habits grows our character; and on character we build our destination."

"That's

why

I

.

.

-Henry Hancock

Petot Nonby

Bridget Manie,

OComot
BmAq

"There are never perfect circumstances.
take your chances." -Odds and Ends

You just do your best and you

"They say

And

best

for the most,

For being a

men are molded out of faults,
become much more the better

little

"If you have built castles in the air, your

where they should

be.

bad." -William Shakespeare

work need not be

Now put

lost;

that

is

foundations under them."

-Henry David Thoreau

"No one

ever expects the Spanish Inquisition." -Monty Python
"Running is when you move your legs quickly!" -Coach Brown (Nike ad)
'The only reason you have to look down on someone is to reach down and
lift them up." -Jesse Jackson
"All in all it's just another brick in the wall." -Pink Floyd

UNIVERSITY

H.S.

UBRA8Y

Hm Paik
'Sapporo Ichiban time!" -me, Jeff, and Steve
'The red door is now open." -Zenmaster Noah
'In trouble again? Han, man, that's 5 for you." -Finees

"It's funny, a man thinks he has a voice, but the voice has the man."
-Enrico Caruso

"Han, Han, come

here.

Look

at this one, this

one

is

going to be great!"

-Terrine Gomez
"I just loved it!" -Mrs. Laughlin
"Hi Pat!" -us, "Oh, hi" -Pat

"Ben

is

God." -math

"She

is

my

class

slender small love,

my

flower of beauty

fair.

."
.

-"Flower of Beauty"

Vmk

Opqtokaffm-vm

dm
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"There's no sensation to compare with this, suspended animation, a state of
bliss. Can't keep my eyes from the circling skies, tongue-tied and twisted,
just an earth-bound misfit. I." -Pink Floyd (Learning to Fly)
"Mara Rabbi Allardi Dini Endavour Esa Couns Alion" -transmission
picked up by lunar module Endeavour from moon's surface on Aug. 1, 1971
"It's never too late to have a happy childhood." -Tom Robbins
"To walk upon the earth is to walk upon the faces of tomorrow's children."
-American Indian saying
'"Cause I'm a voodoo child. ." -Jimi Hendrix
"Take me disappearing through the smoke rings of my mind, down the
foggy ruins of time, far past the frozen leaves, the haunted frightened trees,
out to the windy beach, far from the twisted reach of crazy sorrows. To
dance beneath the diamond sky with one hand waving free, silhoutted by
the sea, circled by the circus sands with all memory and fate driven deep
beneath the waves, let me forget about today until tomorrow." -Bob Dylan
"god is a luxury I can't afford." -Woody Allen
.
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"Life moves pretty fast. You don't stop and look around once in a while,
you could miss it." -Ferris Bueller in Ferris Bueller's Day Off
"Put the message in the box. Put the box into the car. Drive the car around
the world until you get heard." -World Party, "Put the Message in the Box"
"Andrew, you're so white, it's ethnic!" -Kate
"Why turn a perfectly good frog into a prince?" -Pogo in Pogo
"It's not quite breakfast and it's not quite lunch, but it comes with a slice of
cantaloupe at the end." -Jacques in The Simpsons
"I'll have what the gentleman on the floor is having." -my shirt
"I found your ego in a puddle by the trash. I'll just mop it up." -Opus in
Bloom County
"I worry if I find a four-leaf clover. Lord knows I just can't sleep if
nothing's wrong." -Joe Walsh, "The Worry Song"

bloody stupid world if people got killed without dying, wouldn't
-Death in Mort by Terry Pratchett
"Life, I love you. All is groovy!" -Simon and Garfunkel, "59th Street Bridge
Song (Feelin' Groovy)"
"It'd be a
it?"

£<Uom,

M. Pied

(Ckckeu, Noodle) Sue,
little more forgiving." -Anne Tyler
have met the enemy, and he is us." -Pogo
"You can't wrap your arms around a memory." -The Mission U.K.
"And when you're dancing and laughing and finally living, hear my voice in
your head and think of me kindly. ." -The Smiths
"Now here you go again, you say you want your freedom
well, who am I to drag you down?" -Fleetwood Mac
"Why can't I be you?" -The Cure
"True, I talk of dreams, which are the children of an idle brain, begot of
nothing but vain phantasy, which is as thin of substance as the air and
more inconstant than the wind." -William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet
"Don't be tempted by the shiny apple / Don't you eat of a bitter fruit /
Hunger only for a taste of justice / Hunger only for a world of truth /
Because all that you have is your soul." -Tracy Chapman
"All in all, it was all just bricks in the wall." -Pink Floyd

"You would

think that

life

could be a

"We

.

—

Aifttajum R. Po>itm

Art
"The world bores you when you're cool." -Calvin and Hobbes
"As for the people who absolutely hate The Far Side, I have one thing to
say: Your mother is a cow." -Gary Larson
"The Earth: Mostly Harmless." -updated version of The Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy
"Just as I thought it was going all right
I found out I'm wrong when I thought I was right.
It's always the same. It's just a shame.
That's all." -Genesis
"Shut up, Dan." -soccer team

Debtmlt, Hcumait Reutgoul
"I never let school interfere with my education." -Mark Twain
"In the beginning, God created the heavens and the Earth." -Genesis 1:1
'Joshua Ben Perachyah said: 'Provide yourself with a teacher, get yourself a
companion, and give all men the benefit of the doubt.'" -Ethics of the
Fathers 1:6
"He (Hillel) used to say: 'If I am not for myself, who is for me? and if I am
only for myself, what am I? and if not now, when?'" -Ethics of the Fathers

1:14

*
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"To believe that what is true for you is true for all man, that is genius."
-R.W. Emerson
"He's not a sh!t, he doesn't have enough substance to be a sh!t. Call him a
-Robby Auler
hope you get bit in the butt by a chigger." -Jai Singh
"Oh yeah, that's the movie where she fakes an orgy!" -Emily Hsui
"I don't want Avi's twinkie, I want my own." -Jason Wolf
"I got stuck behind a train. I swear to God." -Tysan Huang

piss!"

"I

Etuifij
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the white wall above which the sky creates itself. Infinite, green,
swim in it, and the stars in indifference also.
They are my medium." -Sylvia Plath
"Lose your dreams and you will lose your mind." -The Stones
"Love of any kind is not to be despised." -Eleanor Roosevelt
Sister, Mother, Wife. Sweet Lethe is my life. I am never, never, never
coming home." -Sylvia Plath
"I've got out, despite you and Jane, and you can't put me back."
-The Yellow Wallpaper
"Where is my mind?" -The Pixies

"This

is

utterly untouchable. Angels

"O

Ootid J. Sluwk
OOiWV
"Well,
I guess

and others say that's just me; some say I'm crazy;
been such a long time since I knew right from
the means to another life, I keep it movin' along."

some say I'm
I'll

lazy;

always be. But

it's

wrong. It's all
-W. Axl Rose
"We got Bass" -Shunk Bros. Sound Design Team
"We shall never surrender." -Winston Churchill
"I have one, but it's not nearly as large." -Heidi van Es

"Yeah, right." -Adam and I
"Negative Butt." -Martin
"Only the good die young." -Billy Joel
"I don't know the answer to that. Che- Wei, do you know?" -Mrs. Kym,
chemistry teacher wannabe
"Sometimes it's easy to forget where you're going, sometimes
leave." -W. Axl Rose

it's

harder to

Jal
'May you

Tmwirifoi

X

SiMqlb

find half a salamander in your underwear." -M. Reznek
"Damn YOU! You butt pirate." -D. Das

"You have

butt hair that would

make ZZ Top proud."

-R. Auler

Ndtkm

Ri/Juvul
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"Reality is the one dream we all share." -unknown
"Man, we're gonna have to speak to our agents about this one." -Tony Kim
"Any time there's something so ridiculously dangerous that no rational
human being would even consider trying it, they send for me." -Belgarion
from the book King of the Murgos by David Eddings
"Luck is for amateurs." -unknown
"Fear is your enemy's problem." -Drizzt Do'urden from the book The
Crystal Shard by R.A. Salvatore
"Hey world, let's have a moment of peace forever." -Turbo B. of Snap
"People aren't destined to do things, things are destined to happen." -Erga

Dershowitz
"It

is

possible to search for love and find it. More often, I think, love finds
are not even searching." -Myrddin from Merlin by Stephen R.

when we
Lawhead

us

Slum RacjJ Wacfct
"So many men, so little time." -Bridget
"Hi, this is Ira from Champaign Surplus. ." -Dad
"I may smell bad, but inside I'm full of potpourri." -Jonathan, my little
brother
"Derek, can you feel me chewing on you?" -Tysan
"Gullible isn't in the dictionary?" -Dezera
"It is so hard to be an on-your-own, take-care-of-youself-cause-there-is-noone-else-to-do- it-for-you grown-up." -Sheldon Kopp
"I hope I shall be able to confide in you completely as I have never been
able to do in anyone before, and I hope that you will be a great support and
.

comfort to me." -Anne Frank

"Hidy-ho minus hody-high over hi-ho." -Ms. Woods

.

MidaetWei
-Dave, commenting on Circle Jerks
-senior guys
"You have promising careers as dishwashers." -Mr. Bergandine to Joe and Jeff
"Barney, let's go to the water buffaloes." -Han and Fred Flinstone
"It's subtle."

"Ben

is

God"

"You dumptruck!" -my sister
"You can't always get what you want
But

if

you

try

sometime

You just might find,
You get what you need."

Zuzamcu Mania Wtejcfawihi
"So lovers beware

/

If you lose

"In a

mad

your heart

Careful now, don't lose your
/ Don't be blinded by love."
-The Rolling Stones
world, only the mad are sane." -Akira Kurosawa

mind / Don't mortgage your

/

soul to a stranger

"Can't touch this!" -M.C. Hammer
"I'm gonna cut off your hair and stuff it in your mouth." -Anne McKinney
"There's more to life than biscuits, Marty." -Hardee's commercial and
Jason Butler
"Forget what you know, what you think you know."
Willow
"That's not the living room, that's the pool!" -Andrea Jackson
"I wouldn't care to talk to a sensible man, I wouldn't know what to say."
-The Importance of Being Earnest
"You are seeking the moon, too. I know it. And you're unhappy because
you can't get it. But it's better to want the moon, even if you can't get it.
than to want and get anything else." -The Moon Man from A Tangled Web

—

.
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-Rolling Stones

£k&y

Lea WluM

"My butt may be big, but it's nice to feel." -Allison
understand a person until you consider things from his
point of view, until you climb inside his skin and walk around in it."
-Atticus, To Kill a Mockingbird
"They say I'm deluded, demented, deranged; but guess what I say? So be
it!" -Mark Hunter, PUTV
"I'm better with big things, and I like them hard." -Dezera
'Fiction is the truth inside the lie and the truth of fiction is simple enough:
the magic exists." -Stephen King
"Carpe Diem. Seize the day. Make your lives extraordinary." -Oh captain,
"You never

really

my captain, Dead Poets' Society
"Life

moves

pretty fast. If

you don't stop and look around once in a while,
you could miss it." -Ferris Bueller

Rwdu, Xtd
"Now don't quote me on

this.

."
.

-Mr. Stone

"Huhhhh?"

-Pat
"I am your best friend." -Mr. Scott
"The road to success is always under construction." -anonymous
".
.because I'm the king of wishful thinking." -Go West
.

"Go home! Get

a life!" -Mr. Stone
"Shut up, Dan!" -the soccer team
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Class officers: Sec/Treas Emily, Prez Noah,

Rep Joe

Nicest: Zivar

MOST ATHLETIC:

CUTEST:

Bridget and Sang

Stephanie and John

BEST LOOKING:

SEXIEST:
Tysan and

Tysan and Joe

BEST IMAGINARY COUPLE:
Emily R-A and

Dezera and Joe

OPTIMISTIC: Mimi,

Susan W. and Josh F.
MOST PESSIMISTIC:
Emily R-A and Jai

Deborah, Jai and Mike

LEAST STUDIOUS:

P.

and Josh

Emily R-A,

Robin Mo. and Dave K.

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED:
Sue

Jeff

FUNNIEST:
Robin Morgan and Noah
WILDEST:
Anh Van and Han
MOST STUDIOUS:

Dan

BEST DORK:

MOST

and Michael

DIRTIEST MIND:
Robin Morgan and Dan
TRENDIEST:

F.

MOST FLIRTATIOUS:
Tysan and Nate

Shelby and Peter Ng.

MOST MISCHIEVOUS:

LAZIEST:
Emily R-A and Dave K.

Tysan and Han

WORST MUSICAL TASTE:

LOUDEST:

Veerle and Dave K.

Shira and Nate

BROWN

WORST

BEST

NICEST:
Zivar and Michael

BEST HONORARY SENIOR:
BEN

JOKES:
Marsha and Dan

Deborah and Martin

Best Honorary Senior:

Mos.t Athletic: Bridget

NOSER:

and Sang

BEN

Worst Musical Taste: Dave and Veerle
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SENIORS
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Peter Norby

'91:

Emily K.

Susan W.

THE BEST

Andrea

116

Avi

Noah

Emily H.

Derek

Martin
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SENIOR LAST WILL
I,

Stephanie Alsberg, leave the

next

fall.

To

the

JV

girls'

swim team a green pepper

girls'

basketball team,

I

give

my

year and good luck on playing varsity. To Heidi van Es,

shampoo, and

Robby

to

my

sister

Jenny,

I

leave

my

for their first

swim meet

best wishes for a great season next

leave a travel size bottle of

I

Auler, hereby do leave to

Adam Wengert

a gigantic nightstick

large pizzas, to Erica Joncich scissors, to Jason Wolf her hair, to Brian Frizzell

I,

Zivar Baker,

will

the stage crew to

Mindy and Lesley, health and love

to everyone,

I,

fresh coat of

my

puke beige paint on

I

Jamie Bennett, being

to

Aaron Holland, a smile

to Eddie,

lots of luck.

and admiration

friendship, respect,

to

F,

Amy

some "skin" to Ho, Chadly, and Jeff S,
some Nehi punch, the waitress from

P,

P (Purdle!) and Tracy, my
awesome, $10,000 worth of Champaign
Surplus insignias to Jillanna, tons and TONS of unexpressable thanks and a promise to
keep in touch to Mark Poremba, and lots of love, luck and laughter to Mrs. Laughlin, Jaybird S, Sonia, Jason, Erga, and most importantly my best buddy Shra, Allison, Shelb and
Sue (even if they are all graduating!) along with everybody else at Uni!
Steak and Shake, and best wishes
confidence

1,

in

Deebs R cause

in

know

I

everything to Jess

she's

Sang Hwang, leave Kim N. extra
See

here!!!

sets of

W. some

truth to her stories, Jason

house keys to give out to everyone, Caty S.
Head. And I'm outta

hair to his Mr. Potato

ya!!!

locker.

sound mind and body (sha-right), do hereby pen my senior will.
who has to do a dance at Uni; the knowledge that "men
are pigs" to all future Social Advocates; memories of Konstansia Vintrovna to Amy,
Holly, Melinda, Bahareh and Heidi; dinner at the Olive Garden to Sally; lunch at Taco
Bell to Coach Scott; to Rachel
leave "pax"; Yvette gets Linda Dano to keep her
company; and don't leave Dr. Laughlin to anyone because I'd like to take her with me.
I,

everyone,

Tysan, leave gravitational attraction to Brian

my

some
Aaron Buckley, leave a

bill

and

luck and happiness to Nadine and Chris.

I,

study sessions to Joyce, a huge telephone

my sister to Amy Wen, a pinch on the cheeks to both Austin and Gene, a French braid to
Christie, and my bedroom, lots of love and all the happiness to my little sister, Jenny.
Finally, to

insanity.

and ten to twelve
Sue Pleck's
musical taste which he desperately needs, to Cyndi Liebovich John Moore, to Jessica
Pursley a smile which she can use, to Yvette fame, fortune and an awesome solo career,
to Jai a cross and a Bible, to Dan tact, to Martin a "Son!" greeting and my everlasting
friendship, and to Jenny Auler I leave confidence to do her best, which is pretty damn
good indeed.
I,

many

of

leave Carl Crawford to anyone

I

love and luck to Jenny K., a Pepsi and meow to Holly,
and Hershey's kisses to the swim team, some mosquitoes
to Heather, and decapitated gummy bears and Skor bars to Suzi. To "Teenage Mutant
Ninja" Kian leave some virgins and my diary. To Jon Ott I leave a knife through his
heart. To Nellie I leave Ryan, some marshmallows and a golf club, and to Jenny A. I
leave some thunder jets, lots of smiles and a big hug.
I,

Andrea Jackson, leave

lots of

lane 6 to Heidi, green peppers

I

I

Dezera Davis, leave Cyndi my sense of humor, a Snickers bar, my fat cheeks (so John
will have something to grab on to), and Randy (both of them). To Shelby and Allison H. I
leave my ripe juicy melons to enhance their social life (smile), to Jyana I leave a major
power stud
no, two, and I hope they fit (smile), to Yvette C. I leave lots of love and
plenty of good pain, to Michelle G. I leave lots of HOT!!! weekends, those books I read
and the C.S. trip, to Erin R. and Linda S. I leave a sixteen foot long, pulsating. .heart,
Longarm and of course a pair of brown corduroy pants (smile), to Stephanie T. I leave a
great big smile and a real good joke, and to Mo I leave a big hug and a good insult in math
class. I luv you MO!! To Christie C. I leave a nice green outfit, to Kim and Heidi I leave
that big power stud they always saw when I wasn't around, to Mindy F. I leave my
godliness, and to all my teachers I leave lots of smiles, hugs and thanks for all the support.

I,

Emily Kerlin, hereby

will

Yvette

my deep and

I,

—

appreciation for

its

growth; for Dana,

thanks for

letting

long-lost brother,

room and

many more

me
I

Fridays of

German

many more

many

Seth,

finally, for

school nights of sailing off into the sunset.

Auf Wiedersehen,

lots of love, Sethers.

of personal

euphoria; for Mrs. Wheeler,

be a part of U.S. History on January 26; and

will

my

unending love for Uni, along with

and wonderous encouragement

subtle academic challenge

I

you

will

my
my

Uni!!!

.

And

I,

a special thanks to Sally for giving a

a great appreciation for

fart in his general direction, Brian Frizzell

what race he

Crames some

is,

Martin's crotch to

elevator shoes,

year's English class, Caty Steigmann breadsticks and a

my

map

Dave Kiddoo,

will

graduate, be successful, and never have to talk to you again.

Steve Kim, in supreme mind and fine body hereby leave everything
Hosun, and Dennis, and my Jordan-like ability to Jason Rogers.
I,

I

own

to

Joe Park,

fitness!!

I,

Derek Flynn, leave Jon Ott a

color chart so he can figure out
hair to Jessica Nolen, Joel

me

I,

a mirror and a

Adam

Wengert,

my

Tony Kim, leave the legacy
and

to Derek,

to Nate,

gardening tools to next

Champaign-Urbana, Kim
the school's girls some real men,

of the

STDs and

his brother Paul's

DGC to my coz, Tommy,

a gold Tarot deck to Noah, a big button that sez: "I'm a pozer" to Sang, a lung repair

my

bestest buddy,

I

leave the fry machine at the back of

kit

Taco

John's.

of

Nelson a ride on the boys' basketball team bus, all of
Ben Goldsteen a teacher's salary because he taught our class more than
and my sister a hug and some confidence.

many

teachers,

I,

Karen Lamb, leave Mindy a wave, Holly a Pepsi, Jenny A. the smile that couldn't give
I

her at the Christmas Dance and a big hug, Arah memories of Jumping Jacks, Zipporah a
clean mind, Jyana

Joshua Folk, leave to the track team morning practice and the distance crew my
uncoordination, to Bonnie Dave and blueberry muffins, to Dave 100 Ho-Ho's, to Chad his
hat, and to Mark and all of Uni I leave thanks for three great years here.

for the bus and a gorgeous guy, Eman and Christie
and the swim team lots of luck and green peppers.

some songs

Farm, Al a new, clean

car,

Prairie

I,

David Gerlach, hereby do bequeath to Heine and Mark a warm bench, to Steve Hilberg
to talk to on the bus, to Mike Bekiares some fluorescent pudding, to the juniors
Science Society, and to anybody who wants them I leave my conservative views.
I,

somebody

I,

Allison Hightshoe, leave to Jay, Caty, Kim,

long necked ketchup bottle, to

SPORTSBRA,

Jill

Mo

and

Amy

Fogel

a full-bodied spandex

suit,

Can Choo Choo Book,"

my
to

sister, to

Amy

Grant a

"I

Think

I

worship to him.

Yvette a

Parker

my

Cyndi John Moore
and a super support bra, to Andrea some digestive juices, to Heidi the yearbook debt and
my undying respect, to Brian all the supreme amount of studliness, and to Mrs. Laughlin
and Joel Crames I leave all my love and respect.
to Erin

Noah Levin, leave an eyebrow pencil to Jannie, a big hello to Erga, a bottle of ketchup
and a rather large mess to Heidi, some Irish banjo music to Caty, my serious attitude
toward the classics to Arah, a black outfit to my archnemesis Dave Das, to Yvette my
confidence in what her future will bring, and to Ben I leave the Mafia, the International Oil
Companies, and the reminder not to forget about me when the world bows down in
I,

to

I,

Marsha Magnus, leave

to Mr.

Epperson a noise-free

first

and second

classroom of concious students, to Isobel Stasheff the theater and a
happiness, to Robert Parker another

difficult

floor, to
life

Mr. Pat a

of "love"

and

year of Russian, to Nicole J twenty pounds,

and to Melanie (luscious) a thousand new creative poems, stories, and drawings. To
Corey leave Jane, and to Corey and David leave all subfreshmen girls. Finally, to all of
Uni High leave continued high standards of learning and open lockers.
I

I

I

Well, anyway, leave Space Society and a
Hosun Science Olympiad and dreams of Nationals,
to Phil an extra smile in case he runs out and my incredible ability at JETS Graphics, my
brother to the rest of the school in the hope that they can deal with him, a spare planet to
Ms. Asbell-Clarke, the product of thousands of hours of hard labor to Mr. B, a clean mind
to David W., and would leave some luck to the cross-country and track teams, but they
I,

Josh Hopkins, being of sound mind and.

.

I

.

smaller backpack to Steve Hilberg, to

1

won't need

I, Mimi Marty, leave an escapade
Sameer, a flower to Jenny K., lots

I,

Robin Mittenthal, leave Dennis

my

people who
1,

Emily Hsui, leave

Brian, a drumset
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my KEDS, my squeal,

and

my

and a night out with the hippo

to

hug to
a smile and

money

Unique

to the

staff,

and the best

book

to

of luck to

everyone.

to all of

it.

to Erga, a smile to Dennis, a collie-training
of

teachers for helping
will try to live

on

at

my weapons, many many roaches to Uni's halls, thanks
me (or trying), and best wishes/thanks to all those short
Uni once I'm gone.

eternal friendship to Che-Wei, a

Dana,

my

whine to Kelly,

I,

Joe Monahan, being of sound mind and body,

will

Ben Goldsteen the ultimate wave and

AND TESTAMENT
a

mondoboard

to ride

my

because sometimes you

it

just

know

my

you're better, Sally

he decides to come and a Notre

Dame

Caty
Eugenia F. and a gun, Kim a tall blonde stranger, Jenny a smile, Yvette the perfect man,
Erica and Rachel a ride home, Barb and Cathy a busy phone line and my room, Heidi a
dark Mac room, Dennis a dark alley and a big gun, and Eddie a crew cut.
everlasting love,

I,

John Moore, do

brother

if

my

leave Kelly a Michigan hat and

in fact

flannel shirt.

To my

sister,

some decent musical taste. To Mo, leave one of my most
perplexing dreams ever and one last handshake. To Cyndi, wish her the best of luck,
and to anyone who wants it, leave my love of fishing.
Melissa,

leave

I

my

locker and

I

I

I

I,

Robin Morgan, leave a quiet classroom to Pat (since

Murph, and some hairy legs
Andrea, I leave TRAUMA, and

to

I

won't be there), a slap

to Sally, since she will

in

to Rachel

I

1

not least),

last (but definitely

full

leave

I

all

my

sisterly love to Yvette, plus

1,

Martin, leave to Brian a horny black lab, to Jason Avi's twinkie, to Che-Wei caffeine, to

—

a penguin, to the posse something to do without Derek, to the SAS
group owange fweeze, to Adam my crotch, to Mo someone else to yell your name in an
obnoxious pitch, to Deborah-Anna another sibling to mother, to Eddie a pitbull with a
serious case of hemorrhoids, to Judy a muzzle, and to Jon Ott I respectfully leave.
NOT! wish to Emily a new unused chicken, to Dan the Lambo we've dreamed of, to
Tysan a nicer CC coach at Vassar, and to Robby a gun to shoot anyone going off on his
Erica the obvious

.

an eggy-wegg, a

wee-fund.

awesome

music. Finally,

Peter Nguyen, leave an aardvark and a "D'Mpple to Joyce, a lesson

it,

my

give a driver's

and a hot night
unspoken love.

Amy

my foot to Eddie since

in

he'll

etiquette to

know what

he'll

F

to

all

the seniors the success they deserve.

Dan Shunk, leave a few people a few things. To Brian Frizzell, a reminder that he is still
To Wolfy.
never mind, he's already got it. To Adam, all the studliness he can
use for track. To Chris Kelly, a well-needed sense of humor. To Rachel and Erica, will
give all the friendship they can ask for. To Jenny, Jamey and Deborah (the closest
anyone has come to being my little sisters and brother) leave all the confidence they
need. To my best friends Jai, Rob, Martin, Chris, Bridget and Shannon M.,
leave
I,

white.

.

.

I

I

Ho,
do

do whatever she wants, and

to Brian a

stay in class longer than five minutes and also

for.

my

But most importantly, to

a brother could ask for and the knowledge that he

my

I

I,

Nate Stevens, being

Jason

I

is

brother Don,

I

leave

all

the love

the greatest person ever.

of sane

and rational mind, leave the following: to

my #1 Homie

leave a lifetime supply of polka dot clothing so that he can be totally polkadelic

now that we are in the Bone Age, as well as a Georgia Tech basketball jersey with #10 on
it. To Tracy
leave remembrance of a tender, caring summer spent together. To Dave
1

Das leave a
I

To

in India.
I,

wish

to

mass of Depends
copy of GQ. I
license to Jason the scrounge, my crushing overhead smash to David K,
of sex to Yvette. To my brother, Thomas, leave a real earring and all my

hair to

undergarments so

I

I

Kermit the green Vietnamese frog to Rachel,
with

.

I

anything they could ask
I,

who needs them.

be here next year, and best wishes to anybody

will

the face

never have any. To Erga and

Lebenson a burrito as big as her head. To
Joyce, leave some gorgeous London guys and the memory of Joe singing along to Air
Supply on the radio. To my baby brother Dylan, leave Larry, Darryl and Darryl, and
hosty-wost, and a

who

sweatshirt,

Bridget O'Connor, leave a bottle of Koala Springs Mineral Water, a broccoli pizza, and

my love of track to

Nadine, a six-pack of Dr. Pepper and a box of pizza

of luck to Uni's athletic teams,

something better to do with

his free

rolls to

Linda, lots

time than harrass his

my love and good luck to my brother, my undying
and some great memories to my friends, my respect to Jillanna and anyone else
who knows how to keep their priorities straight, the courage to keep being herself to
Melanie, and, finally, much deserved happiness and gratitude to Erica.

supply of

lifetime

Joel

I

milk and cookies, to

deck

of cards,

Lawhead and

toilet

paper and a gun so that he can eat with

and

his left

hand

some raw meat, and to Heather leave Joel. To Jan leave some
the cross-country team some Sno-Cones, to Amy Fogel a loaded

leave

I

I

Erga

finally to

leave a copy of the book Merlin by Stephen R.

I

a crystal ball to see the bright future.

friends' older siblings to Chris Bear,

loyalty

I,

F,
I, Han Paik, being of sound mind and body, leave Mr. Murphy the basses, Eddie a subbie,
Joyce Mr. Right, Jenny lots of hugs, Tze-John a Mozart Concerto, Arah a Magic Flute,
Heidi some tap shoes, and Yvette a B-movie. I leave Ben all glory and praise, Pat some
Freedom Rock, Rachel Rob Lowe and walks around school, and Andrea some funky

earrings.

Drake.

I

some pumps, and deodorant to Kate's brother
leave Brian (and posse) Nate's rhythm and dancing moves, Hosun some donuts,
I

leave Sally the flag, Coach

and Kelly wool socks, mice and Mr. Right. leave all my favorite teachers my younger
brother, and to my brother Gene my ability to stay out of trouble. leave a stall open for
Russell and two tickets to South America. I leave Jenny H. hormones and Amy Wen Mr.
Right. I leave Koreans power and peace and love too.

Shira Wachtel, leave Karl

shitload of tact, the

my

shoulder and a smile to Jillanna, half the national anthem to Erin G, a million bead

necklaces,

MOVFTY

all

my

respect and a pen (for autographs) to Yvette, Finees to Erica, Brett,

and thanks

could ever have.

I,

I

Michael Wei, leave

machine to future drop-outs (true journey is
return), a D-cup bra, a condom, a joint and planet strange to Melanie, a kiss, some
Kentucky Fried Chicken dipping batter (for his hair) and a BIG hug to my optimistic
philosophizing Brother Jon Ott, an invincible bow to Barbie (who secretly enjoyed it all
along), my two favorite fingers to Sharad, love to the real teachers (they know who they
are), and peace to a world which desperately needs it.

I,

Andrew

Phillips, senior that

classes,

Chad

I

am, leave

Susan Pleck, leave many thanks to
and Sally,

hastily

and with a limp.

my

(just kidding,

all

(to

deserve to the basketball team,

my

car and

my

to Dennis, a truckload of

English expertise to Ben, a comic book and a Big

of

No-Doz

my

all

of the

Uni teachers and

staff.

pile, to Mo a head
Caty Billy Idol's fabulous
inflatable blue woman, to Kim a cow's patty, to Cyndi John, and Jay, dear sweet Jay (can
you give me a ride to guitar?) How could I have survived without you? I only have
memories to leave you so don't YOU forget about ME. And to Bridget, Allison, Shira and
Tysan, I wish you all many more awesome times like the ones we've had. Thanks for
I,

Shelby, leave to Leeney a box of shells and a cruise around the shit

full

of dreadlocks, to Erin R.

my

Brad and Joie

(go get 'em), to

best friends.

lots of luck

lots of organization,

Susan Wieckowska, leave a cup of tea to Izzi, an air mattress to Anna Neatrour,
in it to Holly, lots and lots of gummi bears and goldfish to Suzie,
some new jokes to Dennis, Hardee's biscuits to Jason Butler, and a band-aid to Jon Ott
(so he doesn't drip blood on people's sleeping bags) and a white rose (for purity), the
hopes of finally getting a horse together to Eman, the 500- and 200-yard freestyle to
Jenny H., and a lifetime supply of green peppers to the swim team. And lastly, to Mrs
I,

Espresso and everyone

Laughlin

lots of smiles,

the L.M.

Montgomery books and tons

of thanks!

Avi Porton, leave the soccer team luck and a few words of advice: Kick Charleston's
I leave Kelly some company on the bus, to Dana a binder full of insults, to Che-Wei a

butt.

pillow, to

am

Amy

and Joyce

their true feelings for

going to college, and to Aaron Holland a

each other,

life.

And

to

Jyana the knowledge that

finally to the rest of Uni:

I

take those

knives out of each other's back and start over.
I,

Deborah Reingold, leave the legacy of Orthodox Judaism at Uni
all who have made Uni a good experience for me, my little

thanks to

my

to

teachers, especially Mr. B, Mrs. Wheeler, Ms.

and confidence and the success they
perseverance, caffeine and stickers
to future yearbook editors, a pop can, another book of proverbs and Mojgone to Sally, a
large cup of coffee and a clenched fist to Murph, a lovely rendition of "Kumbaya" to Amy
and Cyndi, a sandwich to Andrea, eternal goofiness to Mojgone, some gorgeous bruises
to Cyndi, my serenity on the court and my title of Rubber Woman to Erin, my moves to
Amy Fogel, an evil look to Yvette, my ability to remember the names of everyone in the
school to Heidi and Kim, my locker art to Holly, my George Bush T-shirt to Jyana, and
lastly my "realism" and sincere admiration and best wishes to Amy Parker.

Wells, Barbie, Karen, Pat

I,

grey hair to baldie

time-travel

being

I,

my

to next year's Calc II and Advanced Chem
overdue notices to the library, three rawhide whips to Bonnie, Mark and
replace the ones they wore out), best of luck to the track team, and my deepest

Boy burger

gratitude to

my

on Gargoyle to Heidi,

"de Senior Girls." You guys are the best friends anyone
couldn't have made it through Uni without you.

and thanks

everlasting love

I

Veerle Peshkin, leave

for help

Murphy), tons of dry-erase pens to Sally, best of luck to everyone at Uni, and

I

I,

all of my bras to Cyndi, a "Mo-ja-go-nee" to Mo, a
my "pumped and firm" father to Jay, a hair tousle to Amy

Marx and

hood and

to Joel
sister to

and Erga,
everyone
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AS
SUBBIE YEAR:

IT
We

HAPPENED: A HISTORY
gain everybody.

She-ra, Princess of Power.

Tenebrio Molitors.
Wysocki.
where does precipitation occur? Mr. Norcott cusses in Latin I. Han is an honorary
senior. Jai has a fro. Dr. Ames asks Che if she is a vibrator. Robin, Avi, Nate and Tysan show
up to a Uni dance drunk? Z is in Exhibit E. Shira, Che and Tysan.
the clique. Bridget has a
hick haircut and a briefcase. Kovach math, and we all learn nothing. Nate gets beat up by Matt
K. Cassie asks Robby Auler if she can borrow his rubber. Jai slides across Uni Gym. Tysan's
.

.

.

party.

.

food

.

fight.

Storytime

in English.

Buzz time

.

over. Steve

is

tells

Mrs. Laughlin he

thought the ice skaters were chipmunks. Robby plays piano. Babar at Krannert.

.

.

Steve

Shoresman to Hawaii. Mr B takes us to Chicago. Bridget X Avi,
Tysan X Steve, ERA X Andrew, Shira X Andrew, Bridget X Andrew, Robin X Andrew, Che X
the entire class, Tysan X Derek, Tysan X Nate, Stephanie X Matt, Shira X Finees, Shira,
Robin and Tysan love Alec and Fabio, Matt X Robin.

TRIES

to kiss Tysan. Dr.

FRESHMAN YEAR:

Sean B takes our math

classes.

We gain Jamie,

C, Chrissy, Brendan, Allison, Julie H, Sang, Jenni, Emily K,
Nitsan, Matt K,

and Steve

K

Caroline Carlsten, Sean

Noah and

Joe.

We

lose Rafal,

goes to Korea for a year. Shira has three rockin' parties. The

Sue is varsity b-ball. U2. Tysan and Bridget go
to State. Dr. Wheeler has a heart attack. Brendan vs. Van Duzen. Am I normal? Terrorist
attacks and car bombs. Yogurt bombs. Stephanie, Andrea and Dave Gerlach get impeached.
"freshman

girls." Allison rules

the soccer

field.

hahaha. Return of the cheerleaders. JV b-ball has a winning record. Josh goes
Joe hurdles.
green. Joe makes a free throw. The PDA avenger. Swordfights in English. Tony's voice
cracks. Bridge and Tysan get short hair. No more Hydrosmash. Deborah X Frank, Emily K X
Nick R, Emily K X Mark Neely, Joe X Chrissy in the Bio Lib, Bobby X Cass, Joe and Sang go
to prom, Jenni X Stefan, Finees, and Jimm, Jai X Kelly W, Nate X Kelly W, Zivar X Paul M,
.

.

ERA X Sanjiv, Sang X Allison,

Sang

X Allison, Sang X Allison, Chrissy X Fabio, Cass
X Fabio.
p»^B

r

SOPHOMORE YEAR: We gain Kate,

o

..11

Anh Van, Amy

and Peter Ng. But
we lose Caroline, Chrissy, Marija, Jenni, Cass, Frank M and Che. Sang, Brendan and Derek
play varsity.
but Sue STARTS varsity point guard. Shira is the queen of strip poker. Joe
and Bobby and the famous pick-up truck. All-State Tysan leads girls to third in cross-country.
Girls' b-ball kicks. Did somebody say BANQUET??!? U of I basketball makes Final Four.
Castellon parties with half of us in Geometry. Josh F takes senior classes. Lounge gangs. We
the beginning of the legacy. Fresco
get kicked out of the Lounge. We win Pack the Place
French.
philosphize or fail. Orgasm Day. Sue leaves Geography. Tysan storms out of
French III
or was it REALLY a Doctor's appointment? The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions. Mrs. Baker hates boys. Stripper in Geography. Ben moons the key lady.
Bergandine blinds us with his Argyle. Tony goes eurofag. The feud. Barbie and Pat get
married. Sang is class gigolo. Andrea is a sex maniac. Emily X Mark, Allison X Brendan,
Allison X Sang, Steph X Chad R, Tony X Alecia, Joe X Helena, Julie X Finees, Julie X Tyron,
Julie does the janitorial staff, Finees X Helena, Bridge X Andrew, Tysan X U-gene, Bridget X
Bill, Matt A X Kate S.
.

Joshua

F, Dezera,

.

—

.

.

—

/

J,

OF THE SENIOR CLASS
US HISTORY YEAR: We

Aaron Buckley, Emily H, Marsha, Jenna, Martin, Dan, Chris,
Shelby and Veerle. We lose Sean C, and Emily K goes to Germany for a year. We get to
school but the lounge furniture is gone. Brendan has his first dunk. Sue and Tysan rule
yearbook. Pat math. Marsha is muzzled and leashed. The Berlin Wall goes down. Han gets
suspended. Peter Ng puts his foot up Eddie. R.E.M. Ice Storm. Track gets third at State.
Bridge gets double gold and a silver. Boys' b-ball kicks. Halloween party. Sang gets an earring.
whodunnit??? Finees
Emily H fakes an Orgy. Cards take over the school. Key scandal.
studies. House of Stairs. Andrew and Noah get excused from fitness to attend their gay lib
meeting. Dr. Laughlin teaches us about 69. .GALAPAGOS!!! Jeff and the smoke bomb.
Allison's butt may be big, but it's nice to feel. Joshua F is all-state in violin and running. EAST
COAST TRIP! Derek and Shira strip together. Tysan undoes Derek's belt buckle. with her
tongue. Shira gets "in the MOOD" from her chicken cooked in wine sauce. Stomach Flu.
Dezera does better with BIG things. Dan finds literature. Steve jumps into the pool in white
boxers. PROM! Last Gentlemen. Dan and Martin do 115 on Curtis. John eats a dog biscuit.
Robby kneads "bread" at 6 in the morning. Emily K X Mark, Jenna X Doug, Jamie X Andrea,
Joe X Angie, Nate X Joanna, Nate X Tracy, ERA X Inga, Steve X Caty, Martin X Tysan,
Brendan X Arah, Jai X Bridget, Andrew X Tasha, Bridget X Fritz, Julie X her father "figure,"
gain

.

.

.

.

Han X

.

Joanna.

SENIOR YEAR: We gain nobody, and we
EUCHRE! 3 5 9, Rabbit and Casino. Midnight

Anne and
BBD. Eugene's

lose Finees, Julie, Jenna,
Oil, Eric

Clapton, Sting

Chris.
finally

gone. Russell resigns amid controversy and Epperson takes over. Allison acts. Susan
Stephanie, and Tysan join JV, and Tysan scores 6 pts.

CATALYST. Dave

Storm.
time.

.

.

HO HO HO!

Ms.

War

in

the Gulf. Operation Desert

spits in Fraker's face. English is loved

Woods math. And where do you

put a

W,

most around Christmas

Ho?

In

a

HO-BAG!

Martin,

Nate and Derek are asked if they would like to learn calculus on their own.
elsewhere.
JANET. Seniors win Pack the Place with 69%! Robert Palmer girls at Halloween (Sue wears
make-up!) Crystal Power. The Sofa Bus. Ethan Stone! Barb goes blond. Pillows explode in the
Lounge. Hockey/Irish club. JOE AND KATIE FROM MURPHY'S!!!!! Soccer regionals lasts
two days. Spork on Asbell-CIarke. Brendan and Noah in chorus. Emily resigns her German
presidency. Allison and Shelby skip school. Impromptu speeches from hell. Ms. Woods has a
gun collection. Girls and guys b-ball get trophies. Bud. Senior guys have sensitivity. Robin
shaves his head. Boots. Steve wrecks his car, Jai wrecks his car, and Joe's car wrecks.
Andrew's car goes a whole week without losing a part. Dixie Cups! Emily K X Mark, Sang X
Allison, Bridget X Chris, Martin X Tysan, Tysan X Tony, Martin X Erica Joncich, Martin X
Tysan, Deborah, John X Cyndi, Emily H X Avi.
.

FREE AT LAST!!!

.

122

Steffi

and company reveal

their

mutant hands.

r
1

^.*r2T
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TM
1
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f
Uni's favorite pastime.

"That

is

a pretty weird dream, Marsha!"

Twistin' the night away.

The photographer

124

sets the auto-timer

and nonchanlantly pretends to read.

"Oh my

god, ants

in

the lounge!!"

t

•.

LOUNGING

•MP*" **"**'
1

!

w^

*^

C

_

9k

%

**

*-

"Signs, signs, everywhere a sign.

I

W
m
Cramming Lounge-style

*

Meditation? ... or Medication?

125

%

Strange female mutation.

Ya

126

gotta love me!

Then

the

good

.

.the right

fairy said,

"Poof

IBMBI

hand turns

into a puppet!

— you're a

goose!'

"Bartender, serve up two more!"

127

THE RABBIT INVASION

The

128

final

play

is

at hand.

Everyone

is

caught up

in

the heat of the

moment.

"Hi, I'm

Happy, but Sleepy

just split."

Renxin wants YOU!!"

129

.and after.

130

Head, shoulders, knees and

toes.

.

Amy

feeds Ho.

131

A

PATRONS

BAKER, LORI

59

Baker, Zivar

15, 26, 38, 40, 44,

46, 47, 50, 96A, 96C, 113,

131
Baiiard,

Glen and Rocio Baunsgard

John and Kathy Bennett
Peter and Phyllis Bodnar

Norman Denzin and Katherine Ryan-Denzin
Thomas and Michaele DeTemple
The Fogel Family
Gary and Susan Grace
The Grossmans
Ibrahim N. Hajj

Mary and Brandon Jackson
Steve and Mia Kang
Ron and Susan Kiddoo
Ira

and Cecile Lebenson

Kwok-Yung and Helen Chen Lo

Adcock, McJanic

43, 51, 76, 81,

144

AKOYUNOGLOU, ALEKA
Akberg, Jennifer

46, 70

Abbtrg, Stephanie

Phil

and Barbara

Phillips

Jerry and Linda Shunk

Terry and Linda Snyder

Chang W. and Chung H. Sohn

6, 14,

24, 25,

Barrett,

Sameer

Bavisni,

ASBELL-CLARKE, JODI

ASCHENBRENNER BARB
Matt

58

31, 55, 70, 74

Aster, Davitf
Asfier,

5,

10, 15, 22, 52, 55,

Jamie

Kobby

117, 121, 131, 136

76

Berg, Eric

BERGANDINE, DAVID
BERNHARD, MARCIA
Betts,

Ate*

Betts,

Andrea

46, 76, 129

67,

62

14, 47,

John

and

the

Class of 1991
i& *%?'%
Frits

Mlar icKO" Prop-

Urb<uw,IL'
(111) 3*7-12X1

132

82

46, 76, 129

46, 94, 96A, 96B, 115, 121

Azemun, Mojgone

7,

22, 34, 35,

41, 42, 43, 51, 54, 88, 92,

144

Bfocfe,

82

Jeremy

Devoran

70

Bodnar, Davuf

Bokamba, Eyam6a
Boten, Tristan

16, 51,

82

76,

81

76, 80, 127, 129,

140

BOND, CAROL
Bopp, Davii
Borgeson,

David

63
46, 47, 49,

82

22, 33, 36, 37,
51, 88,

to

122

13, 15, 22, 23, 45,

Brown, Jufia

Congratulations

41,

9, 11, 13, 16,

42, 44, 46, 54, 96, 96A, 96C,

Blaisdefl,

Aufer,

70
15, 40, 46, 47,

48, 88, 127, 131
Bennett,

96A, 96B, 121
Aider, Jennifer

92

88,

Michael

15,

7,

43, 53, 67

47, 54, 62, 76

Bear, Chris

Befciares,

50, 63

42, 62, 88

Baunsgard, Suzie

96A, 96B, 116, 120, 122, 124,
126
43,

70, 75

Sean 49, 82, 86, 129, 140

Beedy, Davirf

ARLABOSSE, SEVERINE

32, 47, 70, 75

Bank, Seth

32, 45, 46, 47, 50, 51, 52, 54,

Mr. and Mrs. Fernand Marty

The Monahans
Alan and Georgette Moore
Jerry and Georgia Morgan
Rodney and Shong-Wan Norby

63

Timothy

131
70

Brown, Robert

16, 17, 47, 48, 49,

82
Buckley,

Aaron
6, 7, 42, 52, 96,
96A, 96C, 121, 135

BUTLER, CHRIS
Butler,

Jason

10, 13, 57,

66

13, 17, 48, 49,

82

BYERS, BONNIE

15, 26, 30, 56,

65

88

13, 49, 55,

Cfwu, Peter

32, 70

Cfiristtanson, Leif

42, 44, 47, 62, 88

Cujton, Judy

Cobb, Aiiison

31, 47,

70

Co(by, Matt

33, 47,

82

48, 83

Connor, Nettie

CRAMES, JOEL

43, 58, 128
46, 83

Crawford, Carl

24, 41, 43, 46,

Curran, Cnristie

51, 54, 88, 92, 95, 123, 134,

144

62, 76,

Cory, Christina

CASTELLON, CAROL
Cataneo, Tvette

86
64

15, 17, 40, 46,

47,

D

82

•

Cardman, Mifce

8, I,

131, 136

86

Chattand, Sarah

76,

Chanty, Emtty

46, 82

Chang, James

47, 48, 49, 55, 88

Chang, Louis

31, 47, 70

Chttstman, Attson 26, 27, 38, 45,
47, 76

Tad

Daniel,

92,

Dao, Minn
Das, Dave

123

33, 76
7,

22, 45, 52, 88, 92,

125, 131
Das,

Kumar

Dasgupta, Sunavo
Davis,

Abby

Davis, Dezera

Chen, Evan

49, 55, 88

Cheng, Wenlan

48, 70, 75

DAVIS-SMITH,

Cheryan, Sapna

31, 48, 70

Day, Tim

Chou, Catherine

76

31, 55, 71,

72

31, 46, 71, 74

24, 46, 83, 86

43, 46, 53, 54,

96A, 96D, 115, 121, 144

Depew,

Drafee

DEAN

59
46, 83

10, 13, 16,

71

Pepsi Cola

Champaign
Urbana
Bottling

V

P6PSI.

Company

THG CHOICG OF
ANGWG6NGRATION.
133

Depew, Kate

40, 46, 47,

9, 15,

54, 9 6 A,

Congratulations

Dtrshowitz, Eraa

6, 17,

96D

52, 83,
86,

Fay, Derik
Fernandez,

77,

,

77

Morgan

Finch,

62, 77

125

50, 77

Finfan, Jordan

Descfuer,

Davuf

32, 71, 74

DeTempfe, Brendan

Ffynn, Derek

36, 37, 43,

7,

52, 55,

117, 120, 121, 122, 131, 144

Mimi

Dokko, Jane

77

96A, 97, 117, 120,
121, 125

Megan

Ftynn,

10, 12, 54,

36, 37, 39, 45,

9,

45, 46, 52, 55, 96A, 96D,

Dftar, Vikas

129

Andrew

74

71,

FogeX,

Amy

32, 47, 68, 76, 77,

Fogef,

Aran

41, 47, 52, 54, 87,

77

80, 81, 123,

88, 92,
Yoiand,
FoflL,

Uindy

131

130

41, 44, 51, 52, 88

9,30,31,38,44,

Joshua

47, 50, 96A, 97, 120, 123,

and

131, 139

the

Fofli,

32, 47, 71, 74

Peter

Fraker,

Andrew

17, 76, 77,

131

FRESCO, ALAIN

EADS,
Eiscken,

Class of 1991

CATHY

58

Eden

41, 54, 62, 77

EPPERSON, STEVE

55, 58

63
83

Friedman, Joey
Frizzed, Brian

7,

22, 33, 36, 37,
89, 95,

FULLER,

DOROTHY

123

45, 60

Lt
/

%

»

m

'
Fatemi, Kian

83,

87
Garcia, Michelle.

Little

14, 22, 46,

Professor

Book Center

•

Complete Selection:
• Magazines
• Paperbacks

Hardcovers

Complete Services:
• Personal Checks • Gift Wrapping • Special Orders
• Charge Cards • Gilt Certificates • Bonus Book Club
Mon-Fri

1

9- *

Sun

Sat 10-5

505 E Green Champaign

12-5

384-3094

d

(y

<J/IC.

Engraving • Watch Repair
Jewelry Repair • Stone Setting
Ring Repairing
Artcarved Diamonds
Seiko • Lorus • Pulsar
133 W. Main Street
Urbana, Illinois 61801
134

People point to where they're going

in

the afterlife.

Jerry Stull

Phone 367-5132

83

Gaiack, Davixf

15, 22, 44, 52,

53, 55,

96A, 97, 121, 122,
124, 140

Gianoia, Maqdalena

31, 55, 71

Gtaser, Laura

24, 77

G

46, 71

Harandi, Banareh

89

RUTH
HELLTER, KAREN

61

HARRIS,

Hendricks on, Kim6erefy

43, 50,
62,

Qs ft, Jennifer

Gotasteen,

Ben

45, 52, 89, 113,

120, 121, 130
Goodali, Catherine

41, 47, 54, 62,

77

Tim

47, 77

Grant, Erin

14, 15, 32, 34, 40,

Grace,

46, 47, 83, 86

Greeky, Jeff

49, 53, 85

Gregory, Jyana

144

15, 40, 46, 47,

83
Grucza, Jennifer

24, 47, 62, 77

Gruscftow, George

71

Gumey, ReBecca

47, 71, 74

GUTOW5KT, BARBARA

59

83

62

Herendeen, Laurel

26, 27, 38, 45,

Higfttsftoe, Attison

11, 12, 13, 14,

47
17, 34, 35, 43, 44, 45, 52, 96,

96A, 98, 117, 120, 127, 130,
137, 144
Hitterg, Steven

Ho,

49, 53, 77

Ann Van

42, 54, 55, 96A,

41, 43, 46, 54,
83, 87,

Grossman, Aaron

HENRY, ALICIA

98,

121

Hocfunan, Corey

49, 89

Hock, Heinricfi

22, 83

77

Hoffman, Caleb
Holland,

Aaron 33, 36, 47, 69, 84

Hong, Dennis

46, 84, 87, 124

Hopfcins,Josh

11, 30, 31, 38,
43, 49, 53, 96A, 98, 121, 124,
7,

144
Hopkins, Nathaniel
Hsui, Emily

6, 9, 14,

50, 51, 55, 69,

H

49, 78, 80

Hsui, Jennifer

43, 45, 46,

96A, 99, 113,
116, 120, 144

25, 41, 43, 46, 51,
84,

Huang, Tysan

9,

144

11, 12, 14, 15,

21, 26, 27, 32, 38, 43, 94,
Hajj, Nasri

HaffWassen, Brent

31, 49, 71, 75

31, 71, 72

96A, 99, 113, 117, 120, 122,
125, 128, 130, 131, 134, 144
Hwang, HoSun

30, 31, 33, 38,

I
Buckwheat!

The most
personality oriented

senior portraits

Primelight
Studio
Quality, Affordable

Professional Photography
41 University

Champaign,

IL

61820

(217)355-1001

135

87

41, 44, 54, 89, 92, 131, 134,

DISCOVER
Downtown

Hwang, Sang

7, 9,

144

Jassim,

14, 36, 37,

26, 27, 38, 39, 43,

Jassim,

Omar

30, 38, 53, 84

Jeffries,

Michael

71

45, 52, 55, 96A, 99, 113, 116,

120

Champaign

GiriS
When you buy

Jassim,

Emad
Eman

89,

78,

144
129

JOCKLLSCH, ELIZABETH
jewelry, toys or other distinctive gifts

from World Wide

Gifts,

you help

families in

35

32, 71

Soma

46, 84, 87, 128

Joftnson,

46, 47, 82, 84

Joncicfi, Erica

de-

64

Johnson, James

veloping nations earn a living with dignity.

105 N. Walnut
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 352-8200

Isaacson,

Amanda

K

31, 47, 71, 74

V •

15, 26, 40, 41, 43,
Kong, Jenny
45, 46, 47, 54, 89, 92, 123,
134, 144

J

KAPLAN, PHILIPPA

41, 66

78

KarpuiS, Efi

Jackson,

Amy

9, 16, 18,

40, 43,

45, 46, 47, 96A, 100, 115,

48, 71

Karptus, Sari
Kelly, Chris

30, 31, 36, 38, 89,

KerEn, Emify

51,

121, 144
Jacfcson,

Andrea

11, 12, 14, 24,

139

96A, 100,
115, 120, 126

39, 45, 50, 51, 96,

Kibier,

38, 46, 47, 78

Jackson, Nicole

Kiddoo,

JACOBSON, FRANCES
Jaco6son, Joe£

96A, 100, 114,
120, 131

Brad

Dave

89,
6, 9, 16,

61

44, 45, 52, 94, 96, 96A, 101,

33, 36, 46, 84, 86,

113, 115, 121, 125, 130

mmmtm.

Congratulations and Best Wishes for a Bright Future
1991 University High School Graduates

Parkland College
The Promise Of Parkland
Admissions: 217/351-2208

136

•

Is

Waiting For You.

Campus

92

36, 41,

Visit:

217/351-2561

46, 78

Kim, David

40, 46, 47, 54, 84,

Lee, Ecftfie

128

9,10,12,56,37,39,

Kim, Jeff

51, 54, 69, 88, 89, 131,

36, 45, 52, 55, 96A,
Kim, Steve
101, 120, 121, 125, 131, 137

Kim, Tony

9,

15, 33, 36, 40, 46, 47,

Let, Joyce

96A, 101, 113, 114, 120, 121,
132

Lee,

Noon

Levin,

14, 16, 17, 18, 45,

46, 52, 54, 96A, 102, 113,

43, 52, 96A, 102,

116, 120, 126, 127

117, 120, 127, 131, 136, 144

KIMBLE, PETER

64

LEVY,

Kinase-Leggett, Elizabeth

72

Li,

Koenfcer,

Hannah

Kovacic, Joshua
Krier,

JOAN

59

Homg-Sfun

Kyin, Thi

47, 72

Liehovich,

Andrew

31, 72

LieBovicft,

Cyndi

84,

31, 72, 74

34, 42, 51, 89,

137
30, 31, 38, 39, 47, 48,

Lin, Phil

131

84

53,

22, 33, 78, 80

Dan

137

48, 72, 74

Sang

49, 55, 61, 88, 89
Lin,

46, 48, 55, 78, 81

Timotny

47,67

Liu, Lilly

Lo, Jan

6,

22, 23, 36, 47, 78, 80,
81,

L

LOYET, DIANE

123
62

50,

LILJEAN
»,

•

67

Lunrs, Jennifer

6,

43, 78

42, 45, 47, 52,

Lunaeen, Lesley

82,

96A,
102, 116, 121

Lam6, Karen

14, 24, 45,

123

72

Lane, James

78

Lane, Jen

LAUGHLIN, ROSEMARY

M

4, 42,

60
Lebenson, Rachel

9,

16, 40, 47,

84,

LEDGIN,
Lee,

84

46, 76, 78, 80, 81,

Lung, Jannie

AL

86

24, 25, 65

/

78

Andrew

*

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1991
ESPECIALLY

BRENDAN
sis
"I smell

^L_l_ YOUR
COMPUTER
NEEDS

F="OR

Joshua Folk,
To

the one

helped

me

even more

who was always

there for

me no

through the bad times, and
fantastic.

Thank you

kimchi."

RSMT1

matter what. You
the good times

made

SERVICE!

for everything.

Love always,

see

MICRO
RESALES
New & Used Computer
Your

T.

—

130 W. MAIN

Store

•

URBANA

•

367-9242
137

Macftie.,

Mogee,

Kevin

78

Mkah

72

Magnus, Marsfia
11, 12, 17 46,
50, 96A, 103, 115, 120, 124
',

Marty,

Mum

9,

MURPHY, RICHARD

RANDY

MLLSSELMAN,
Mustain, Andrea

58

15, 40, 46, 47,
69, 85, 128,

45, 50, 54, 96A,

103, 116, 121

9, 13, 31,

44, 45, 47, 61, 131

Musumeci, Gian-Paolo

137

10,

72

MAZUREK-SUSLICK, ADELE
51,

MC LOUGHEIN, PAT
Meares, Shannon
Mercer, JuTanna

64
46, 84, 128

7,

N

32, 34, 50, 62,
84, 86,

Miller,

60

144

31, 47, 70, 72

No(a

Minear, Mefinaa

32, 49, 55, 89,

138
Mittentnat Ro6in

Moftr,

Mark

96A, 103,
130, 140

7,

22, 46, 48, 49, 89,

NEKOLA, LAURA
Nelson,

Kim

7, 9,

15, 40, 41,

44, 45, 47, 49, 96A, 104, 113,

115, 120, 121, 131

NEWMAN, FRANCES
Nguyen, Peter

Moore, John

6,

42, 96A, 104,

62

40, 43, 44, 45, 47,

96A, 105, 115,
121, 124, 126, 144

Nauytn, Tftomas

43, 54, 55, 90,

139

114, 120, 134
Moore, Melissa

78, 81,

129

Morgan, Dyian

72

Morgan, Megan

89

NkftoCson,

Andrew

Nicftolson,

Nadine

72
7,

26, 38, 90,

124, 126
32, 79

Nofen, Jessica

Morgan, Rofnn

6, 7, 8, 16, 18,

40, 43, 45, 46, 47, 96, 96A,

Norfjy, Peter

14, 22, 44, 47, 53,

96A, 105, 114

104, 114, 121, 144

MORRIS, PAT

67
32, 78

Murpfiy, EuzaBetn

Weaselbait the pied piper

Class of 1991

IXni won't be the

the same without

iitor

& Loan

Association

130 East Main, Areola,

138

tjou!

Areola Homestead
.

Illinois

144

54, 55, 96,

33, 78

Moore, Austin

43, 52, 54,

55, 88, 89,

122
Monahan, Jot

61

9, 13,

St

Q
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

o

48, 79

Parusnev, Alex
Peck,

Andrea

34, 35, 44, 52, 90,

92
Penrose, Heather

72

Anna

42, 52, 90

Pervufcnin,

51,

Peshkin, Veerle

O'Connor, Aaron

22, 46, 79, 131,

140

PftuBps,

14, 24, 25, 34,

O'Connor, Bridget

117, 121, 130, 137, 144
Pftiflips,

86

14, 24, 25, 85,

Andrew

PfeelL,

123

51,

Erie

Sue

41,

90

20, 34, 35, 39, 43, 46,

13, 15, 40, 45, 46, 85,

Ott,Jon

6, 7, 9, 16,

42, 43, 44, 45, 50, 52, 96A,
106, 115, 120, 130, 144

43, 45, 46, 47, 96A, 105, 113,

On, Heather

96A, 106,

113, 115, 120

96A, 107, 120, 144
Porton,

Avi

6, 10, 13, 15,

22,

38, 39, 43, 45, 46, 51, 53, 92,

96A, 107, 116, 121, 144
Porton, Zipporan

21, 24, 62, 79

Prussinq, Nicfci

85

Purs(ey, Jessica

24,32,34,81,
82, 85, 123,

Paik,

Gene

Paik,

Han

72
7, 8,

15, 45, 46, 94,

Pari Joe

9, 54,

55, 90,

92

Parfcer,

Aiyx

30, 38, 46, 48, 50,

Parker,

Amy

26, 27, 34, 35, 38,

54, 85,

43, 44, 51, 90, 128, 131,
Parfeer,

1 ex.-

96A, 106, 114, 120, 121,
130, 139

96,

Ro6ert

139

129

»

•

QUACKENBUSH, MICHELLE

144

30, 31, 38, 85,

133

Congratulations

Dan
and the
Class of '91

Jerry

and Linda
Shunk

6'.

s
V •
Rauschenberqer,

Tim

62, 79, 129,

Satsangi, Sharad

9, 18,

131
Keep, Erin 46, 90, 122, 131, 136,

137
Reingo&f, Deborah

96A, 107, 116, 121

Reynolds,

31, 47, 48, 73

ScfioepCrin, Melissa

24, 25, 32,
46, 47, 54, 79

72

51, 52, 90, 92, 95

31, 48, 51,

SCOTT,

TOM

74

Sefvaraj,

Leena

Reznek, Martin

22, 45, 53,

72,

94,

96A, 108, 117, 120, 121,
130

Richardson,

Chad

Ro66ins,

42, 73

Emdy

17,

96A,

Megan

48, 85, 86

SHRIVER, RUNELLE

Dan

Sfuinit,

39, 46, 47, 53,
Rogers, Jason

120, 121, 130, 137

Rouggfy, Sara
Ruppert-Fefsot, Jori

6,

7,

85

47, 49, 73

127, 128
Sfcirvin,

Tim

79

SMITH, JEFF

59

Sohn, Angela
Sohn, Douglas

There
-Eric

is

only one.

.

.

Clapton

-Fender
-1st National Guitar Store

Hardly seems
fair.

ST

NATIONAL
GUITAR

STORE
710

S.

Goodwin

TSund©/ Bird Court
Uf b«n»

140

49, 79

Smith, Casey

Snyder, Erin

Adele!

10, 13, 15, 22, 36,

43, 45, 96A, 109, 116, 121,

85

33, 62, 79

41,

43, 44, 52, 96A, 108, 115,

46, 73
26, 21, 38,

61

9, 10, 12, 13, 15,

Singfi, Jai

Robin-Abbott, Moify

62

26, 27, 38, 46,

126

108, 120, 131
Robin-Abbott,

46, 79

BARBARA

SHENK,

65

47, 48, 73

Angela

30, 32, 38, 52,

Anne

Robin-Abbott,

Sfien,

15, 22, 36,

Shoemaker, Maria
90,

73

Schidtcn, Chariottt

Reznek, DefcoronAnna

9, 15,

22, 33, 36, 46,

Schrttfer, Kelly

61

Andrew

140

Schmidt, Lindsey

44, 45, 50, 52,

RENEAU, LAURA

47, 48,

51, 90, 135,

32, 47, 73, 74
55, 79

31, 49, 73

Song,

46, 47, 79

Juwan

24, 32, 38, 43, 47,

Sonka, Tracy

51, 85,

Swsheff, Isobd-Marit

Steigmann, Caiy

7, 9,

Tsai,

49, 55, 91

Jon

TURNER, JOHN

46, 51,

90

13, 18, 42,

54, 90, 94, 125,

144

V

32, 54, 79,

Steigmann, Jennifer

81,

131

14, 41, 54, 90,

Stephens, Hotly

65

144

96
10, 13, 22, 23, 36,

Stevens, Nate

37, 45, 53,
,

96A, 109, 117,
120, 126, 128

STONE, DAVID
Sweeney, Linda

6,

VAN DUZEN

42, 43, 60

14, 52, 55, 91,

van Es, Heiii

9,

Vo(k,

$

43f 73, 75

Tang, Tze-Joftn

49, 55, 91

Tessin,

73,

THOMPSON, CHRIS
ToaU Jeremy
Treaway, Stepfianie

74

46, 79, 80, 129

Ro6yn

26, 27, 38, 48,

92

tW

Tang, Joyce

John

Anne

w

/"^^w-

Terandb, Linnea

24, 25, 42, 43,

44, 52, 54, 91, 144

124

Tayfor,

BURNS, JENNIFER

67

1|§
WacfiteC Sfura

6, 14, 15,

Wagner, Dana 43, 48, 49, 51, 53,

47, 48, 73
48, 63

79

34, 42,

43, 46, 96A, 109, 114, 120,
128, 130, 144

55, 91,

WanBa, Sophia

WALKER, SALLY

134

48, 73
15, 34, 65

46, 91

Thank You Randy, Barb and Cathy
for

Good

ait

your

kick to

my

hetpl

ciassmates,

future yearbook editors,
atWetic teams, choruses,

and

orchestras.

d miss you

I'

cdti

Bridget

O'Connor

141

Wang, Che-Wti

13, 33, 49, 55,

Xia, Rznxin

10, 12, 15, 22, 23,
43, 44, 53, 96A, 111, 121,
122, 129, 144

69, 91

Wang, Cynthia

Congratulations

55, 70, 73

WarfeC David

30, 46, 85, 130,

139
Watanabe, David

Amy

WATSON, JULIE

and

WELLS,

Wti, Michael

48, 49, 91

58

Y

44, 47, 48, 53,

96A, 110, 113, 115, 121, 122

Wen,

AUDREY
Amy
17, 41,

57,

60

43, 46, 51,

54, 55, 69, 87, 91, 131, 137,

Class of 1991

Thank you
Faculty

and

Staff

144
Wengert,

Tairi,

Adam

131

WHEELER, JOANNE
White, Sheiby
52, 55,

Keren

50, 85

10, 13, 52, 91,

66

Yang, WenFang
Yang,

Yuhm

46, 48, 73, 75
47, 50, 51, 85

14, 42, 43, 45, 46,

96A, 111, 114, 121,
131, 144

Wieckowska, Susan

14, 24, 32,
41, 45, 50, 51, 54, 96, 96A,

110, 114, 121, 124
Wilson, Jennifer

Wolf, Jason

Mary and Brandon
Jackson

47, 73
10, 13, 22, 23, 52,

53, 69, 91, 94,

WOODS, DEBORAH
WYSOCK1, BARBARA

X

125
64
66

Zhang, Jane

49, 53, 91

ZICH, JOEL

61

Zutsfu, Risfu

31, 48, 73

For Bridget:

Determination turns dreams
into realities.

Believe in yourself.

God

will

show you

(SSHr

the way.

Love,

Mom

and Aaron

1991

Uni
High
Supplement

is dedicated in the memory of RevReverend Jolly was a beloved member of
the Uni community. As students, we knew Reverend Jolly
in many different ways. To some, he was an avid Uni
sports fan. He was always at some sporting event, cheering
us on. Even after the losses, he was quick with a word of

The 1991 supplement
erend

Tom Jolly.

encouragement, looking forward to the next competition.
Others knew him as a participant, acting as the starter at
the Uni track meets. The school will always remember and
appreciate the time he gave, serving on various committees, helping to make Uni a better place. And, of course,
Reverend Tom Jolly will forever be remembered as a
tremendous friend. His encouraging and influential voice
will continue to be heard for many years to come.

X-WEEK
X-Week raised many questions during
the '90-'91 school year. Many students, parents, and teachers felt that
the Servant Sale was an inappropriate
X-Week. Student Council
examined the success of X-Week in
recent years and determined that the
week of fundraising would be seriously
revamped in the upcoming year due to
a decline in money raised and a lack of
activity for

school-wide participation. The money
from the fund drive was given
Champaign Dropoff Center.

raised
to the

Lesley offers Nellie a paper towel, since she

knows

Nellie will

spill.

Sue takes notes as she prepares to make a bid on
dinner prepared by Mr. Murphy.

UNI

5-K

An

146

expectant look comes over the runner's face as he nears the

finish line.

Allison puts the shot as everyone looks

SUBBIE TRACK
AND FIELD *^*
What

a year for the Subbies in track and

three subbie boys

and seven

girls

field.

The

made up a team
Cobb threw shot

which demanded respect. Allison
while Lindsey Schmidt, Amanda Isaacson, Erin
Snyder, and Cindy Wang made up the awesome
800M relay. Both Erin (1 mile) and Cindy (100, 200,
Long Jump) qualified for state. Future Uni High
Track teams are looking forward to the addition of
these young faces.

on in amazement.

i

Boys Track
Boys Track, 1991, had a successful campaign,
by captains Joshua Folk and Josh Hopkins.
With a fairly large team, there were always
enough people for relays and a person in most
events. Everybody improved and, yes, endured
the early morning Armory practices.
led

Girls Track
A

2nd place

meet topped off this
With the losses
seniors
Bridget
O'Connor
and
Tysan
Huang,
next year
of
will be tough but the team looks to be equally as strong with
numerous returners and added depth all around. All seven
great

girls

finish at the State

track team-effort finish of the season.

of those qualifying for State received All-State honors
(placing in the top eight in the finals), and as mentioned
before, five of those will be back next year along with
several freshmen prospects.

j

Spring Productions

moondust in his hair

Carl tries to explain Shakespeare's themes while Robin sprinkles

Noah's hand and mouth are moving at the speed of
takes a whiff, and Andrea is just plain spaced.

light,

Yvette

The Spring Drama Season provided Uni with a wide array of
productions and entertainment. Laura Reneau directed the
school spring musical, "Shakespeare's Humours." This
unique production combined Shakespearean drama, comedy, and a touch of music. Yvette Cataneo and Noah Levin
led the X-Week Big Show. There were humerous skits leaving the audience rolling in the aisles and talent showcases
sending chills up the spine. It was a terrific spring season for
the drama department.

150

Rachel says:

"Mom, sometimes

I

just don't feel fresh

Prom 1991
"A Night of Romance" could describe Prom 1991, but this
theme was "An Evening on the Town." Everyone

year's

looked smashing as the food, drink, and exciting decorations were enjoyed by all. "The juniors did a really great
job this year organizing and pulling off the prom. What a
class," remarked Heidi van Es. Let's hope next year's
juniors do as great a job as the juniors of 1991.

Laurel lurks for the perfect picture while

Dave and Stephie "mingle."

"SS^S&S^ $*° * "^ ™

Pe° Ple Magazine

'

s issue ot

"

Hot Ho1

DISORIENTATION
PICNIC
Centennial Park was the

site for

the 1991 Disori-

became thoroughly disoriented and still, amazingly enough, had fun. The
gourmet cuisine included hot dogs, chips and soda.
What a great Uni tradition!!

f&,

entation Picnic. Everyone

aa,

j^

*

j

Kian

The hungry students chuckle

at

Murphy's barbecuing

says: "I

am Man,

give

me Woman."

skills.

SENIOR
HANDPRINTS
.21

fc'

3

*

»"

It's

yearbook

And

say

it

we

And our awesome

we

did well

Tony

staff

think

in all

damned

all,

Tysan and Sue

and

hficut
.only get better with time!

cool,

for a kickin' past five years,

Love,

SUE

the right spots

too,

Best of luck to

Like pickles and vintage wine

honesty)

printed the shots,

put 'em

it's

could be,

it

in all

Hope you do
Thanks

really did try,

the very best

Josh, Josh and

We

from Sue and Thai,

past year

this

To make
(I'd

II
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The roin6ow. No, I'm not

talking about our choices of cover colors,

experience of being yearbook editor, for over the fast

two years

I

but rather

the.

think I've gone through

the entire spectrum of emotions and then some. It has often been difficult and frustrating,
requiring
it.

much perseverance, and

Seriously, though, while I

times I wondered

why

I

—

countiess hours of work

won't pretend I've done a

witfi. otfiers to create

offered the job, 1 can honestly say that I

especially glad I got to be the editor of Uni's

what Uni High

somebody has

meant to

me

it

its

—

I

know

I

as

have met

here.

who

and allthe wonderful people.

I

wed. I'm

wdl afways remember

Karen, Barb, Cathy, Randy, Mr. Crames, Mrs. Jassim and everyone

has

rewards,

was Hie to bean editor when

would have accepted then

yearbook

to do

good job, and many

the book from scratch and the sense

of accomplishment when it's ad over. If I had fcnown what

was

heft,

ever got myself into this, the editorship certainly has

not the (east of which are working

I

but

particuiarly

Thanks

to

supported

yearbook in any way, and especially to Josh, Tony, Bridget and the staff for making it
possififa
butmostof adlwaxttto thankTysanfor her invahiablefrizndship, support and

—

overad coolness.

What can

I say? Writing this is kind of hard.
it isn't just the end
another yearbook the way it was last year, it's the end of Uni for me. Tt
end of all the euchre games, the after school practices for Track arj
Cross-country, the Lounge, the crooked spire on the top of the buildin
and all the other quirky things that make Uni the special school that
is. I've really enjoyed working on yearbook. I'll admit there have bee
times when the hassles have gotten the better of my somewhat e:
plosive temper and as I was ranting and raving either to Josh Hopkii
or under my breath I wanted to forget the whole thing. But if nothir
else, I can thank yearbook for allowing me to get to know Sue who is or
of the nicest, coolest, and most wonderful people I know. It's hard for rr
to say goodbye to all my friends and favorite teachers, and in a way, it
just as hard to say goodbye to those people I see in the halls who I neve
or who for one reason or another I w£
got a chance to really know
stuck in a situation where it would have been impossible. Anyway,
hope this yearbook is everything everybody dreamed it would be.
an
to everybody at Uni, thanks, I had a blast!
.

<

.

;

—

.

I can't

imagine anyone better to have as

co-editor.

Goodbye and good hick,

Sue,

.

-Tysa

The obvious phrase to sum up another year of photography is that it has been a developing experience with a few negative aspects.
Being a photo editor has been a lot of work, but it's also been fun; people at Uni are very funny, especially when they don't mean to bt
It's always interesting watching people's reactions to a camera pointed in their direction.
Of course, even we couldn't do all this without some help. We'd like to thank all the photographers, especially Eman, Stephanie, Hosu
and Josh, Ms. Hellyer for being here for us on too many Saturdays to count, the Gargoyle editors for always saying "thank you," anc
of course, Tysan and Sue for doing everything they do.
Tony and Jos
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